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In this thesis, we demonstrate that original nanostructures can be obtained by working around 
the crystalline-to-amorphous transition in sputter-deposited thin films. In particular, we study 
two systems, Zr-Mo and Zr-W, in which such transition occurs. By decreasing the Mo content 
in the Zr-Mo system, a structural transition from a nanocrystalline solid solution of Zr in the 
bcc lattice of Mo to an amorphous structure can be achieved around 60 at% Mo. The films 
obtained present high hardness H, low Young's modulus E and, consequently, high H/E ratio 
compared with bulk Zr and Mo. Furthermore, we demonstrate that a self-separation of the 
nanocrystalline and the amorphous phases occurs at the composition intermediate to those 
necessary to form single-phased amorphous and nanocrystalline films. The particular geometry 
in which the nanocrystalline phase grows in competition with the amorphous phase is exploited 
to achieve a thickness-controlled surface morphology which allows to tune the film reflectance. 
A model was developed to describe the kinetics of the competitive growth between the 
nanocrystalline and the amorphous phases. Furthermore, it allows to construct a thickness-
composition phase diagram evidencing that the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth 
is easily hidden experimentally. Finally, we demonstrate that massive monocrystalline grains 
with lateral size larger than 1 µm can be obtained by working at low Ar pressure if the 
composition of the films approaches to the edge of the amorphous transition. Our results suggest 








In dieser Arbeit zeigen wir, dass originelle Nanostrukturen durch Umgehen des Übergangs von 
kristallin zu amorph in aufgesputterten dünnen Schichten erhalten werden können. 
Insbesondere untersuchen wir zwei Systeme in denen ein solcher Übergang stattfindet, Zr-Mo 
und Zr-W. Durch Verringerung des Mo-Gehalts im Zr-Mo-System kann ein struktureller 
Übergang von einer nanokristallinen festen Lösung von Zr im bcc-Gitter von Mo zu einer 
amorphen Struktur um 60 Atom-% Mo erreicht werden. Die erhaltenen Filme zeigen eine hohe 
Härte H, einen niedrigen Elastizitätsmodul E und folglich ein hohes H/E-Verhältnis im 
Vergleich zu massiven Zr und Mo. Des Weiteren zeigen wir, dass eine Selbsttrennung der 
nanokristallinen und der amorphen Phase bei einer bestimmten Zusammensetzung auftritt. Die 
besondere Geometrie, in der die nanokristalline Phase im Wettbewerb mit der amorphen Phase 
wächst, wird ausgenutzt, um eine dickengesteuerte Oberflächenmorphologie zu erreichen, die 
es erlaubt, die Filmreflexion einzustellen. Ein Modell wurde entwickelt, um die Kinetik des 
kompetitiven Wachstums zwischen der nanokristallinen und der amorphen Phase zu 
beschreiben. Schließlich zeigen wir, dass massive einkristalline Körner mit einer lateralen 
Größe von mehr als 1 µm bei niedrigem Ar-Druck bei einer Filmzusammensetzung am Rand 
des amorphen Übergangs erhalten werden können. Unsere Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass die hier 








Dans cette thèse, nous démontrons que des nanostructures originales peuvent être obtenues en 
travaillant autour de la transition cristallin/amorphe dans des films minces déposés par 
pulvérisation cathodique. En particulier, nous étudions deux systèmes, Zr-Mo et Zr-W, dans 
lesquels une telle transition se produit. Dans ce système, lorsque la teneur en Mo est réduite, 
une transition structurale d’une solution solide nanocristalline de Zr dans le réseau bbc de Mo 
à une structure amorphe peut être obtenue autour de 60 at % de Mo. Les films obtenus 
présentent une dureté H élevée, un faible module de Young E et, par conséquent, un ratio H/E 
élevé par rapport à celui de Zr et Mo. Par ailleurs, nous démontrons qu'une auto-séparation des 
phases nanocristalline et amorphe se produit à une composition spécifique. La géométrie 
particulière dans laquelle la phase nanocristalline se développe en concurrence avec la phase 
amorphe est exploitée pour contrôler la morphologie de surface et, par conséquence, la 
réflectance par l’intermédiaire de l’épaisseur. Un modèle a été développé pour décrire la 
cinétique de la croissance compétitive entre les phases nanocristalline et amorphe. De plus, cela 
permet de construire un diagramme de phase épaisseur-composition qui montre que la 
croissance compétitive nanocristalline/amorphe est facilement dissimulée expérimentalement. 
Finalement, nous démontrons que des grains monocristallins massifs de taille latérale 
supérieure à 1 µm peuvent être obtenus en travaillant à basse pression d’Ar si la composition 
des films se rapproche du bord de la transition amorphe. Nos résultats suggèrent que les 
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New nanostructured materials are highly sought from both fundamental and functional 
point of views. Among them, nanocrystalline and amorphous metallic alloys are interesting 
because they can exhibit improved properties compared to their microcrystalline counterpart. 
Within this class of materials, sputter-deposited Zr-based binary alloys are prone to form 
amorphous and nanocrystalline structures [1–4], which can be used as a way of improving the 
mechanical properties of the alloys. In particular, Zr-Mo alloys are promising candidates as 
hard metallic coatings due to the intrinsic high hardness of Mo [5] and the high cohesive energy 
of Mo and Zr [6] among the transition metals.  
The vapor-to-solid transition occurring in sputter-deposited metallic alloys can prevent the 
crystallization in many systems. In consequence, a composition-driven transition from an 
amorphous to a crystalline structure is frequently observed in metallic alloys thin films obtained 
by sputtering. In particular, such a transition has been reported in sputter-deposited Zr-Mo [1] 
and Zr-W [3,7,8] thin films . However, its nature has not been addressed. For example, in the 
Zr-W system, it appears as a singularity in the optical properties of the films within the studied 
compositions and a similar situation has been observed in other systems. This suggests that a 
general process could be in action, detectable only with very precise variation of the chemical 
composition. 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the microstructure of Zr-based binary thin film alloys 
in order to control and modify their functional properties. We demonstrate that original 
nanostructures can be obtained by working around the crystalline-to-amorphous transition in 
sputter-deposited thin films. The manuscript is organized in six Chapters and a General 
conclusions section: 
In Chapter 1 a short bibliographic review of the literature available on the Zr-Mo system 
is presented. We start by discussing the main features of the phase diagram of the Zr-Mo system, 
followed by a presentation of the properties and potential applications that have been explored 
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over the years in this system. In addition, the structural and mechanical properties of sputter-
deposited Zr-W thin films, a system that complements the Zr-Mo system, are discussed. 
In Chapter 2 technical and fundamental aspects of the growth and characterization 
techniques used throughout this thesis are described. 
Chapter 3 provides a first assessment of the Zr-Mo system. Using a combinatorial 
approach, Zr-Mo thin films were synthesized in a wide composition range by co-sputtering 
zirconium and molybdenum targets. The films obtained exhibit improved mechanical properties 
compared with the bulk of Zr and Mo: high hardness (H) while keeping a Young's modulus (E) 
in the range of metals, high H/E ratio and low friction coefficient values. At the structural level, 
sputter-deposited Zr-Mo thin films exhibit a transition from X-ray amorphous to 
nanocrystalline structures at a composition around 60 at% Mo. Investigating the nature of this 
transition is the purpose of Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 
In Chapter 4 a detailed study the amorphous-to-nanocrystalline structural transition (at 
approximately 60 at% Mo) in the Zr-Mo system is presented.  It is demonstrated that a self-
separation of a nanocrystalline and an amorphous phases occurs in sputter-deposited Zr-Mo 
thin films obtained at compositions intermediate to those necessary to form single-phased 
amorphous and nanocrystalline films. The possibility of achieving a thickness-controlled 
surface morphology in these films due to the competitive growth between the two phases 
enables tuning the film optical reflectance. It is shown that the self-separation of phases as 
presented here can be extended to other systems. 
In Chapter 5 a model capable of describing the kinetics of the competitive growth 
phenomenon showed in Chapter 4 is developed. The model is applied to fit experimental data 
of the density of nanocrystalline nuclei and surface coverage in sputter-deposited Zr-W thin 
film alloys. Based on the outcomes of the proposed model, a schematic thickness-composition 
phase diagram is proposed which highlights that despite nanocrystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth occurs in a wide range of compositions, it is easily hidden experimentally. 
In Chapter 6 the consequences of decreasing the working pressure (a parameter acting 
directly on the mobility of the adatoms) on the microstructure of Zr-Mo thin films around the 
amorphous-to-crystalline transition are investigated. First, it is shown that the geometrical 
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shape of the crystalline phase growing in competition with the amorphous one can be changed. 
Second, it is shown that massive monocrystalline grains with lateral size larger than 1 µm can 
be obtained near the crystalline-to-amorphous transition.  
Finally, general conclusions, discussions and perspectives to the main findings of the thesis 








1 Background on Zr-Mo and Zr-W systems 
ABSTRACT: In this chapter, we present an overview of the state of the art of Zr-Mo alloys. In 
a first part, the basic structural features of Zr and Mo are described together with the phase 
diagram of the Zr-Mo system. In a second part, are presented the properties explored through 
the years, such as superconductivity, biocompatibility and mechanical properties, together with 
the potential application of these alloys. Finally, the structural and mechanical properties of Zr-
W (a complementary system to Zr-Mo) are discussed.  
Contents 
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1.1 Zr-Mo system 
Zr and Mo are refractory metals with melting point values of 2128 and 2896 K, 
respectively. At room temperature, Zr crystallizes in the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) 
structure, α-Zr (space group: P63/mmc), with lattice parameters 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 3.216 Å and 𝑐 =
5.154 Å (ICDD 04-015-6227). At 1136 K, it transforms to a body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal 
structure, β-Zr (space group: Im3̅m), with lattice parameter 𝑎 = 3.568 Å (ICDD 01-071-3958). 
The β-phase is retained until the melting point. On the other hand, at room temperature, Mo 
crystallize in the bcc structure (space group: Im3̅m) with lattice parameter 𝑎 = 3.146Å (ICDD 
04-014-7435), and retains the bcc structure until the melting point. 
1.1.1 Phase diagram 
 Several reports exists in the literature regarding the phase diagram of the Zr-Mo binary 
system [9–12]. In [12], the most up-to-date of these studies, a thermodynamic assessment of 
the Zr-Mo phase diagram was presented. In Figure 1.1(a) is shown the phase diagram reported 
in [12], which is also consistent with the experimental data available in the literature. It can be 
seen that the only intermetallic compound in the system is ZrMo2 identified as Laves_c15 
(space group: Fd3̅m). In this phase, Zr atoms are located on the sites of a diamond structure and 
 




Mo atoms form tetrahedra around Zr atoms. In Figure 1.1(b), a schematic of the crystal structure 
of Laves_c15 phase is shown. The phase diagram in Figure 1.1(a) shows that the Zr-Mo system 
presents three invariant reactions. The first one is the peritectic formation of the Laves_c15 
phase, the second one is the eutectic decomposition of the melt into β-Zr and Laves_c15 and 
the third invariant reaction is the eutectoid decomposition of β-Zr into α-Zr and Laves_c15. 
The properties of the Laves_c15 phase has been investigated by several authors [13–15]. 
They studied the structural and mechanical properties of ZrMo2 from first principle 
calculations. The isotropic elastic properties of ZrMo2 polycrystalline aggregates, such as 
Young’s modulus (E), bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G) and Poisson’s ratio (υ) reported in 
these papers are shown in Table 1.1. The parameter B/G is useful to describe the ductility of a 
material, high values (>1.75) indicates good ductility and low values mean that the material is 
brittle [16]. As can be seen, the intermetallic compound ZrMo2 shows a B/G value higher than 
3 indicating that this phase presents good ductility.  
1.1.2 Superconductivity 
The earliest works dedicated to study the properties of the Zr-Mo system were devoted to 
investigate the presence of superconductivity in this system [17–20]. This is not a coincidence 
as, in the 50s, two major advances in the understanding of the superconductivity were achieved: 
the phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory [21] in 1950 (published in Russian, an English 
version can be found in [22]), and the first microscopic theory of superconductivity proposed 
by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS theory) [23] in 1957. The first report of 
superconductivity in the Zr-Mo system appears in 1965 [17]. At that time, it was already known 
that the Zr-Mo system presented the intermetallic compound ZrMo2 with a Laves_c15 type 
Table 1.1. Elastic constants of the intermetallic compound ZrMo2. 
E (GPa) B (GPa) G (GPa) B/G υ Ref. 
157.4 187.9 57.8 3.25 0.36 [13] 
156.6 196.5 57.3 3.43 0.37 [14] 
158.9 188.9 58.4 3.26 0.36 [15] 
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structure. Furthermore, this compound was considered as favorable for the occurrence of 
superconductivity since it had been found that a large number of compounds with the same 
structure were superconducting [24]. Thus, in [17], the authors studied the intermetallic 
compound ZrMo2 and reported a superconducting transition temperature (𝑇𝑐) of 4.75 K.  
Later on, Ö. Rapp [18] studied the superconducting behavior in the bcc phase of the Zr-Mo 
system in a wide range of compositions. To retain the bcc phase of Zr (β-Zr), the samples were 
obtained by fast quenching from the melt (see details in [18]). The evolution of 𝑇𝑐 with 
composition reported in [18] is shown in Figure 1.2. In this figure is shown that when 
approaching the composition of the Laves_c15 phase, the superconducting transition 
temperature decreases. In a different study, Ö. Rapp et al. [20] reported that the critical 
temperature of the Laves_c15 phase is 𝑇𝑐 = 0.12 K, too much lower compared to the value 
reported in [17]. Such difference in the reported values of critical temperature of the 
intermetallic phase ZrMo2 was explained in [18] as due to the presence of a bcc phase (of higher 
critical temperature as shown in Figure 1.2) in addition to the Laves_c15 phase in the samples 
 
Figure 1.2. Evolution of the superconducting transition temperature in the Zr-Mo system [18]. 
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used in [17]. Critical temperature values similar to those shown in Figure 1.2 were reported in 
[19]. In this case, the authors focused on the compositions close to pure Zr and showed that a 
small addition of Mo into the bcc phase of Zr increases the critical temperature of this phase, in 
line with the results presented in Figure 1.2.  
1.1.3 Biocompatibility 
 In recent years, Zr-Mo alloys obtained by different metallurgical methods have been 
investigated for biomedical applications [25–30] due to the low cytotoxicity [31] and magnetic 
susceptibility [32] of both Zr and Mo. Metallic materials are required for medical implants and 
devices due to their good mechanical properties. Nowadays, magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) is a powerful diagnostic tool widely used in orthopedics and brain surgery. However, 
the use of metallic implants can interfere with MRI, affecting diagnostic. Therefore, the use of 
medical devices based on low magnetic susceptibility materials is required.  
 Zr-Mo alloys have proven to exhibit low magnetic susceptibility that made this system 
compatible with MRI [25–27]. In [25], the magnetic susceptibility was measured on Zr-rich Zr-
Mo alloys, by varying the Mo content up to 15 wt%. In Figure 1.3 is shown the dependency of 
 
Figure 1.3.  Magnetic susceptibility of Zr-Mo alloys [25]. 
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the magnetic susceptibility with the wt% Mo reported in [25]. The authors related the evolution 
of the magnetic susceptibility with the phase constitution of the system. They showed that, 
when the minimum of magnetic susceptibility is achieved (at 3 wt% of Mo), the ω phase is 
favored (this is a metastable phase with simple hexagonal structure [33]). However, as shown 
in [26], Zr-Mo alloys presenting the ω phase were found brittle by tensile tests. Therefore, a 
compromise need to be achieved between good mechanical properties and low magnetic 
susceptibility in the Zr-Mo system. As shown in [27], the alloy with 1 wt% Mo, in which the ω 
phase was not present, exhibited higher hardness and bending strength than other Zr-Mo alloys 
and still presents low magnetic susceptibility. Therefore, it is preferred for medical devices used 
under MRI. 
1.1.4 Mechanical properties 
Beside superconductivity and biocompatibility, the mechanical properties of the Zr-Mo 
system have also been explored through the years [34–37]. In [34], time-temperature-
transformation (TTT) curves for different compositions, based on resistometric technique were 
reported. In addition, the mechanical properties of these alloys were evaluated through tensile 
tests. The mechanical properties of Zr-Mo alloys have also been studied in [35] (where tensile-
strain curves at high temperatures, from 900 to 1000 °C, were performed), and more recently 
in [36] and [37]. In these last two papers, the effect of alloying Zr to Mo were studied. In [36], 
the authors showed that the tensile strength of Mo–Zr alloys is much higher than that of pure 
Mo and the optimal tensile strength is obtained with the addition of 0.1 wt% of Zr. In [37], the 
mechanical properties of three Mo-based alloys, Mo-5X (X=Zr, Ti, V), were studied by 
microhardness measurements using Vickers indentation method. The three alloys presented 
higher hardness than pure Mo, Mo-5Zr being the alloy presenting the highest hardness. This 
was associated to the fact that Mo-5Zr alloy presented the ZrMo2 phase additionally to the solid 
solution whereas Mo-5V and Mo-5Ti were single-phase solid solutions. 
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1.1.5  Zr-Mo thin films 
The papers presented so far on the structure and properties of the Zr-Mo system deal with 
samples in their bulk form. In all of them, the samples were obtained by different metallurgical 
methods in which a liquid-to-solid transition occurs. To date, there exist few reports [1,38,39] 
on the structure and properties of Zr-Mo alloys in their thin film form, obtained by vapor-to-
solid transition methods. In [1], the authors deposited Zr-Mo thin films in a wide range of 
compositions by magnetron sputtering method. The goal of this paper was to study the corrosion 
behavior of the alloys. The sputtered-deposited films showed lower corrosion rates in 12 M HCl 
solution at 30 °C, at atmospheric pressure conditions, compared to pure Zr and pure Mo films. 
The authors claim that the presence of an amorphous structure is fundamental for the corrosion 
resistance of the films. In Figure 1.4 are shown the X-ray difractograms of Zr-Mo alloys at 
different composition reported in [1]. It can be seen that a transition from an amorphous to a 
crystalline structure occurs around 60 at% Mo. The structural transition at this composition for 
sputter-deposited Zr-Mo thin films is in line with the results that will be shown in this thesis.  
 
Figure 1.4.  X-ray diffractograms of sputter-deposited Zr-Mo alloys [1]. 
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In [38], the authors studied the influence of Si or Al incorporation in Mo-Zr alloys 
deposited by RF magnetron sputtering. In this paper, the crystallization temperature of the 
alloys as a function of the Si content was studied (see Figure 1.5). Interestingly, the authors 
measured a crystallization temperature of 1073 K for Zr50Mo50 (without Si addition) which 
constitutes the only experimental report of the crystallization temperature in Zr-Mo thin films 
alloys. Ref. [39] reports on part of the results obtained within this thesis and that are discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
1.2 Zr-W system 
Similar to Zr and Mo, W is a refractory metals with the highest melting point of all the 
elements (melting point of 3695 K). At room temperature, W presents a bcc structure (space 
group: Im3̅m) with lattice parameter 𝑎 = 3.165Å (ICDD 00-004-0806), and retains the bcc 
structure until the melting point. In Figure 1.6 is presented the phase diagram of the Zr-W 
system [40]. As can be seen, the phase diagram of both systems, Zr-W and Zr-Mo show similar 
characteristics. First, as in the case of Zr-Mo, in Zr-W there is only one intermetallic compound 
ZrW2, identified as Laves_c15. Secondly, there exist just three invariant reactions for this 
system: the peritectic formation of the intermetallic compound ZrW2, the eutectic formation of 
β-Zr and ZrW2 and the eutectoid decomposition of β-Zr into α-Zr and ZrW2. 
 
Figure 1.5. Crystallization temperature in Mo50Zr50-xSix system [38]. 
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There are few reports on the structure and properties of alloys in the Zr-W system in their 
thin film form [3,7,8]. In [7] the structure and corrosion behavior of sputtered-deposited Zr-W 
alloys was studied. The authors reported on a transition from an amorphous to a crystalline 
structure in this system. This is evidenced in the X-ray diffractograms of Figure 1.7, where the 
transition is observed around 80 at% W. Alloys in amorphous and crystalline forms showed 
higher corrosion resistance in 12 M HCl at 30 °C than pure Zr and W [7]. 
 
Figure 1.6.  Zr-W phase diagram [40]. 
 
Figure 1.7. X-ray diffractograms of sputter-deposited Zr-W thin films [7]. 
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In our group, Zr-W thin films obtained by magnetron sputtering have been already 
investigated [3,8]. In a first study [3], Zr-W alloys were deposited in a wide range of 
compositions (from 0 to 81 at% W). The X-ray diffractograms showed a transition from an 
amorphous to a crystalline structure similar to that reported in [7], but at a lower composition 
of 70 at% W. In addition, in this paper the presence of the Laves phase ZrW2 was reported 
around the transition, which was not observed in [7]. In a second study, Zr-W thin films were 
deposited by co-sputtering in order to study their mechanical properties [8]. High hardness H 
above 10 GPa and low Young’s modulus E below 230 GPa were obtained, as can be seen in 
Figure 1.8. In consequence, high H/E ratios up to 0.09 were achieved. The friction coefficient 
of the films were also measured against a diamond tip, giving low values between 0.08 and 
0.15. 
Zr-Mo and Zr-W systems present several structural similarities, either when obtained in 
stable equilibrium conditions (see phase diagrams in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.6) or in out-of-
stable equilibrium conditions (see X-ray diffractograms in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.7). For this 
reason, the Zr-W system will be employed in this thesis as a complement to extend the results 
obtained for Zr-Mo. Effectively, we will show that the phenomena occurring in sputter-
deposited Zr-Mo alloys for compositions around the amorphous to crystalline transition, can be 
extrapolated to the Zr-W system. 
 
Figure 1.8. Evolutions of Hardness H and Young’s modulus E with W content of sputter-deposited Zr-




2 Sputter deposition process, thin film growth and 
characterization methods 
ABSTRACT: In this chapter, we describe the magnetron sputtering technique used throughout 
this thesis for the growth of Zr-Mo and Zr-W thin films. Some aspects related to the growth 
mechanisms of thin films and the main features of the characterization methods used in this 
thesis are also presented. In addition, we show the specific parameters used for the growth and 
characterization of the samples. 
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In this chapter, we describe the general features of the growth and characterization 
techniques used throughout this thesis. Some aspects related to the basic growth modes of a 
thin film and the structure zone models are discussed. Zr-Mo and Zr-W thin films have been 
synthesized by magnetron sputtering. X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
have been employed to study the structure and the microstructure of the films.  In-plane residual 
stress was determined, based on the curvature method, using a white light interferometer. 
Roughness and height distribution functions of the surface of the films were determined using 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). Optical reflectance measurements were performed in the 350-
900 nm range using a spectrophotometer. The mechanical properties of the films were measured 
by nanoindentation. 
2.2 Magnetron sputtering deposition process 
2.2.1 Sputtering: Basic principles 
Physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods encompass a wide variety of techniques used 
for the synthesis of thin films. All of them are characterized by the physical generation of a 
vapor from the source material, usually named as target, which is then condensed as a thin film 
on the surface of the desired substrate. The difference between the PVD methods relies on the 
way that the vapor is generated from the source material.  
One of the most used PVD methods is sputtering. In this technique, a negative potential is 
applied to the target in the presence of a rarefied atmosphere of an inert gas (usually Ar), while 
the walls of the reactor chamber are connected to ground. This establishes an electrical 
discharge between the target (cathode) and the walls of the reactor chamber (anode). The 
positive ions (usually Ar+) derived from the electrical discharge are accelerated towards the 
target. The bombardment of these ions onto the target causes the ejection of target atoms by 
momentum transfer, which then condensate on a substrate to form a film of the target material. 
A schematic of this process is shown in Figure 2.1(a). Besides the ejection of target atoms (1), 
the impact of the target by the ions can also lead to the implantation of the incident ion into the 
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target after its neutralization (2), the reflection of the incident ion neutralized by charge transfer 
(3) or the emission of secondary electrons (4). All these process are illustrated in Figure 2.1(b). 
In order to obtain sputtering as an useful thin film deposition process, it is important to satisfy 
some conditions. Firstly, the kinetic energy of the ions impacting on the target must be high 
enough to eject atoms from the material, i.e. it has to be higher than the binding energy of the 
material. Secondly, ejected atoms must be able to reach the substrate, i.e. the sputtered atoms 
must not be thermalized consecutively to repeated collisions with atoms of the background gas. 
For these reasons, low pressures are required in a sputtering process: on the one hand, it helps 
to maintain high ion energies and on the other, it prevents too many sputtered atom-background 
gas atom collisions after the ejection from the target. 
Two important parameters in the sputtering process are the number of sputtered atoms per 
incident ion, i.e. the sputtering yield (𝑌), and the number of emitted electrons per incident ion, 
i.e. the secondary electron emission coefficient of the target material (𝛾). In Table 2.1 are 
presented sputtering yield data for some elements as a function of Ar+ ion energy [41,42]. We 
highlight the values for the three elements that will be used in this thesis: Zr, Mo, and W. For 
most of metals, 𝛾 is around 0.1 when working with Ar+ ions [43]. 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the sputtering process (a) and main mechanisms resulting from the interaction 
of an Ar+ ion and the target atoms (b). 
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2.2.2 Balanced and unbalanced magnetron sputtering 
The basic sputtering process described so far is limited by the low ionization efficiencies 
in the plasma, which leads to low deposition rates. This limitation has been overcome by the 
development of magnetron sputtering [44–47]. Effectively, the incorporation of a magnetron 
device formed by two concentric magnets of inverted polarities, as shown in Figure 2.2, can 
constrain the secondary electron motion to the vicinity of the target. In this way, their 
probability of experiencing an ionizing collision with an atom of the background gas is 




increased substantially and, consequently, the ionization efficiency also increases. With the 
increase of the ionization efficiency, a dense plasma is created near the target region, which 
increases the ion bombardment of the target, leads to higher sputtering rates and, therefore, 
higher deposition rates. 
Depending on the degree of confinement of the plasma, magnetrons can be divided into 
balanced and unbalanced magnetrons. In a balanced magnetron, the inner and outer magnets 
are configured in such a way that the magnetic lines coming out from the outer magnet enter 
into the inner magnet, i.e. the magnetic lines are closed between the inner and outer poles. Thus, 
the plasma is confined to the target region, as shown in Figure 2.2(a). In an unbalanced 
magnetron, the outer magnet is intensified as compared to the inner magnet and, consequently, 
several of the magnetic lines exiting the outer magnet are directed towards the substrate. In this 
way, the fast moving secondary electrons that escape from the target surface can be directed to 
the substrate, increasing ionizing collisions with neutral gas atoms far away from the target 
surface. Thus, the plasma is no longer confined to the target region, as is illustrated in Figure 
2.2(b). The advantage of unbalanced magnetron sputtering with respect to balanced magnetron 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic of the magnetic configuration and plasma confinement in balanced (a) and 
unbalanced (b) magnetrons.  
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sputtering is the considerable increase of the ion bombardment to the substrate, which results 
in an increase in the quality of the film.  
In this thesis, two sputtering chambers were used: in chamber 1, the magnetrons were 
unbalanced and in chamber 2, the magnetrons were balanced (see section 2.2.4 for details of 
the chambers). 
2.2.3 Electrical control of the discharge 
The electrical parameters of the discharge can be regulated by controlling one of them, i.e. 
the electrical current, the voltage or the power. During a sputtering deposition, these parameters 
are changing over time due to several effects. First, the target is progressively etched in an 
inhomogeneous way because sputtering is more intense in the area, named as target racetrack, 
between the inner and outer magnets. As the target is getting thinner in the racetrack, the 
efficiency of trapping electrons by the magnetron increases. Moreover, in the meantime the 
target surface evolves from flat towards eroded profile. Thereby, the developed surface area 
increases, leading to lower current densities for a given average discharge current. Finally, the 
temperature of the target surface increases at the beginning of a deposition run, modifying both 
𝑌 and 𝛾. Thus, special attention must be paid to the parameter used to control the discharge, 
especially for long deposition runs. A typical voltage-current curve of a discharge is shown in 
 
Figure 2.3. Voltage-current characteristic of a magnetron discharge from a Mo target in argon 
atmosphere at 0.5 and 2 Pa.  
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Figure 2.3. From the figure, it follows that small fluctuation of the discharge current cause 
minor modifications in voltage, while small fluctuation of the discharge voltage cause a more 
pronounced increase in the discharge current. Because of this, the best option to prevent strong 
evolutions of the sputtering conditions with time is to control the deposition by regulating the 
discharge current.  
2.2.4 Composition and growth conditions of Zr-Mo and Zr-W thin films  
Throughout this thesis, the influence of the chemical composition on the structure, 
microstructure and properties of Zr-Mo and Zr-W thin films will be investigated. Thus, in order 
to control the composition, two different approaches were employed:  
First approach (chamber 1): The films were deposited using a combinatorial approach (see 
Figure 2.4(a)). To that end, a reactor chamber, called here chamber 1, was used. This chamber 
can be pumped down via a mechanical and a turbo-molecular pumps allowing a base vacuum 
of 10-4 Pa. It is equipped with two targets with their axes parallel and separated from each other 
by 14 cm. In this configuration, the substrate is placed along the line connecting the target axes. 
In this way, keeping the substrate holder in a fixed position and applying a constant discharge 
 
Figure 2.4. Schematic of the sputtering chambers used to synthesize films employing approach 1 (a) 
and approach 2 (b).  
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current to the targets, the composition of the film deposited on the substrate changes as we 
move along the substrate. The advantage of this approach is that it is possible to obtain a wide 
range of compositions in just one deposition. It is a good way to start the study of a system and 
it will be used in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The disadvantage of this approach is precisely the 
inhomogeneity in composition along the substrate. Therefore, if we want to synthesize a 
homogeneous film with a specific composition, the second approach is preferable.  
 Second approach (chamber 2): The films were deposited with the cathodes mounted in a 
confocal configuration and with the substrate holder in rotation mode (see Figure 2.4(b)). To 
that end, another reactor chamber, called here chamber 2, was used. This chamber can be 
pumped down via a mechanical and a turbo-molecular pumps allowing a base vacuum of 10-6 
Pa. Note that the base vacuum in chamber 2 is better than in chamber 1. Using this approach, 
the composition of the films is changed by varying the discharge current applied to the targets. 
In this way, homogeneous films with a specific composition can be obtained. This will be the 
approach used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis. 
In Table 2.2 we present the general growth conditions used for the synthesis of the films 
obtained throughout this thesis. 
 
Table 2.2. Growth conditions of the films obtained in this thesis. 
Substrate Glass or (110) silicon 
Targets-to-substrate distance   5-9 cm 
Argon pressure 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Pa 
Discharge current (Zr target) 0.3 A 
Discharge current (Mo target) 0-0.7 A 
Discharge current (W target) 0.4, 0.5 and 0.55 A 
Deposition temperature Not intentional heating. Self-established 
temperature lower than 50 °C. 
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2.3 Thin film growth 
2.3.1 Basic growth modes  
 There are three basic modes of thin film growth as schematically represented in Figure 
2.5. Volmer-Weber mode occurs when the adatoms are more strongly bonding among them 
than with the substrate (high interfacial energy), which results in the growth of 3D islands. This 
growth mode is typically observed when metallic films grow on insulators [48]. Frank-van der 
Merwe growth occurs when the bonding energy between adatoms is equal or lower than the 
bonding energy with the substrate (low interfacial energy). This results in the 2D layer-by-layer 
growth, which is the growth mechanism of homoepitaxial layers and have also been observed 
in heteroepitaxial metal on metal and semiconductor on semiconductor growth. Stranski-
Krastanov growth is a combination of the previous two growth modes. The film starts to growth 
in a 2D layer-by-layer manner but as the thickness increases this type of growth becomes 
energetically unfavorable and island starts to form on top of the initial layers. One of the effects 
that can induce the transition from a 2D to a 3D island growth mode is the elastic strain energy 
accumulated in the film due to the lattice mismatch between film and substrate.  
 
Figure 2.5. Schematic showing the different mechanisms of thin films growth: Volmer-Weber, Frank-
van der Merwe and Stranski-Krastanov (from top to bottom) [48]. 
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2.3.2 Structure zone models  
The film microstructure is highly dependent on the deposition parameters such as substrate 
temperature and working pressure. With the aim of describing the dependence of film 
microstructure with these parameters, structure zone models have been developed. The first of 
these models was establish by Movchan and Demchishin [49]. They proposed that depending 
on the homologous temperature (𝑇ℎ, defined as the ratio between the substrate temperature and 
the melting temperature of the material), the film morphology can be divided in three zones. 
Zone I occurs for 𝑇ℎ < 0.3, in this region the adatoms mobility is low and the films grow in a 
porous columnar structure and, consequently, the density of the film is lower than the bulk. 
Zone II occurs for 0.3 < 𝑇ℎ < 0.5. In this region, the mobility of adatoms is higher and the 
growth is dominated by surface diffusion. In consequence, a columnar structure with uniform 
straight columns is formed through the entire film. In zone III, for 𝑇ℎ > 0.5 the high mobility 
of the adatoms allows bulk diffusion, resulting in a dense film structure. Large equiaxed grains 
in zone III replace the columnar structure of zone II. 
Thornton [51] extended the structure zone model of Movchan and Demchishin to include 
the effect of the deposition pressure on the film microstructure. Furthermore, Thornton 
 
Figure 2.6. Schematic of the structure zone model proposed by Mahieu et al. [50]. 
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introduced a new zone, called zone T, between I and II, in which the film morphology consists 
of dense fibrous grains.  
An extended version of the structure zone model was proposed by Mahieu et al.[50], in 
which the diffusion of adatoms at the grain surface and between different grains are considered. 
A schematic of the different zones proposed by Mahieu et al. is depicted in Figure 2.6. As can 
be seen, zone I is divided in three (Ia, Ib and Ic). In particular, in zone Ic the adatoms have 
enough mobility to allow surface diffusion on a grain (self-diffusion) but diffusion from one 
grain to another is not allowed, which results in a faceted columnar structure (see Figure 2.6). 
When temperature is further increased, allowing to reach zone T, diffusion between grains 
become available and a competitive growth mechanism appears, in which the grains with the 
geometrically faster growing direction overgrow the other grains, resulting in a preferential 
orientation of the film.   
Anders [52] proposed a further extended structure zone diagram by taking into 
consideration the effect of the ion flux in the growth of the film. Anders introduced a 
generalized temperature 𝑇∗ to replace 𝑇ℎ that also considers the potential energy of the atoms 
arriving to the substrate. In addition, Anders replaced the working pressure in the Thornton 
diagram by a term called normalized energy 𝐸∗, that takes into consideration the kinetic energy 
of the incoming particles. Finally, Anders incorporated a third axis (thickness) which considers 
the effect of densification and sputtering etching on the film microstructure. This new structure 
zone diagram is adapted to growth using ionized physical vapor desposition methods. 
2.4 Thin film characterization 
2.4.1 X-ray diffraction  
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the most widespread and important characterization tools 
in material science. It is based on the interference resulting from the interaction between 
monochromatic X-rays and a crystalline solid. When an incident X-ray beam interacts with a 
crystalline solid, it is scattered by the atoms forming the solid. The resulting scattering waves 
can produce constructive or destructive interference, creating a diffraction pattern. Constructive 
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interference of diffracted X-ray beams occur when Bragg’s law is satisfied [53] (see Figure 
2.7(a)): 
 2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙sin𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆, (2.1) 
where 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 is the distance between crystallographic planes with Miller indices ℎ, 𝑘 and 𝑙 (also 
called interplanar spacing), 𝜃 is the scattering angle, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the incident 
radiation and 𝑛 is an integer which determines the order of reflection. 
Different geometrical configurations can be used to measure X-ray diffractograms. Bragg-
Brentano (or θ-2θ) geometry is one of the most commonly used. In this configuration (see 
Figure 2.7(b)), the X-ray source is fixed while the sample and the detector scan angular regions 
at ?̇? and 2?̇? rates, respectively. In this way, only the diffraction peaks corresponding with the 
crystallographic planes parallel to the sample surface are observed. A typical X-ray 
diffractogram is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2.7(c) for a Mo film grown on Si substrate. 
The three components describing the peaks in a diffractogram: position, intensity and shape 
(see upper panel in Figure 2.7(c)), contain information on the structure and microstructure of 
the sample. Each of these components will be used in this thesis as follows: 
Peaks position: From the peak position, the interplanar spacing 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 can be directly 
determined using Bragg’s law (eq. (2.1)). This will be exploited in Chapter 3. 
Peaks intensity: From the peaks intensity, information on the preferred crystallographic 
orientation can be extracted. Thus, the volume fraction of grains with specific (ℎ𝑘𝑙) planes 







where 𝑖 goes over all observed diffraction peaks, 𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙 is the measured area under the (ℎ𝑘𝑙) 
reflection and 𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙
′  is the standard diffracted intensity for a randomly-oriented polycrystalline 
sample of the material under study. This will be exploited in Chapter 6. 
Peaks shape: From the peak shape, microstructural information of the samples such as 
microstrain or crystallite (coherently scattering domains) size can be determined. The 
crystallite size 𝐷 (measured in the direction perpendicular to the sample surface in the case of 







where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the radiation, 𝜃 is the Bragg angle, 𝛽 is the broadening (in radians) 
of the diffraction peak measured here as the full width at half maximum (FWHM), and 𝐾 is the 
Scherrer’s constant. The value of this constant depends on the definition of broadening used 
(FWHM in our case) and the crystallite shape. Here we will assume spherical crystallites for 
which 𝐾 = 0.829 should be used [55]. A part of the peak broadening is due to microstrain in 
the sample. In this thesis, we obtain the crystallite size using Scherrer's formula considering 
that the entire peak broadening was due to size effects, therefore the values we obtain here are 
a lower boundary for the crystallite size. Scherrer’s formula will be employed in Chapter 3. 
 In this thesis, XRD measurements were conducted in the Bragg-Brentano configuration 
with KαCu radiation (λ=1.5406 Å) using an AXS Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer. 
 
Figure 2.7. (a) Schematic representation of Bragg’s law. (b) Schematic of the Bragg-Brentano 
configuration. (c) X-ray diffractogram of a film of Mo grown on Si substrate (bottom panel) and zoom 
of the first Bragg reflection of the Mo film showing the three components used to describe the peak 
(upper panel). 
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2.4.2 Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique employed to obtain topographical 
images of the sample under analysis. A high-energy electron beam (accelerated by a voltage of 
a few kV) is used to scan the sample surface. As a result of the interaction between the electron 
beam and the sample, different signals are generated such as: secondary electrons, back 
scattered electrons, characteristic X-rays, among others, as can be seen in Figure 2.8. Secondary 
electrons, produced because of the inelastic interaction between the electron beam and the 
sample, are collected to acquire a high-resolution micrograph of the sample. Typical top-view 
and cross-sectional SEM images of a Zr-Mo thin film are shown in Figure 2.9(a)-(b). By the 
cross-sectional SEM images the thickness of the films can be determined. 
Chemical analysis can be performed at the SEM through an energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS) system. In this case, instead of the secondary electron, the X-ray emitted by the sample 
are detected and analyzed. X-rays are produced as a result of the interaction between the 
primary electron beam and the atoms of the sample. The electron beam excites the atoms of the 
sample producing the emission of X-ray, which allows to determine the chemical composition 
of the sample. A typical EDS spectrum performed to the film shown in Figure 2.9(a)-(b) is 
presented in Figure 2.9(c). Note that, besides Zr and Mo, a small amound of O is also detected, 
which is a general feature when highly reactive elements such as Zr and Mo are considered. 
 
Figure 2.8. Schematic showing some of the signals generated as a result of the interaction between the 
electron beam and the sample surface. 
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EDS is known to generally overestimate the oxygen content. For this reason, the film 
composition reported in this thesis will be calculated as shown in Figure 2.9(c). Thus, the film 
presented in Figure 2.9 contains 77 at% Mo if oxygen is neglected, which was calculated by 
the ratio Mo/(Mo+Zr). 
In this thesis, a Philips XL-30 S-FEG scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to 
analyze the morphology of the samples. Cross-section SEM samples of films were prepared by 
breaking the sample after scratching the back side with a diamond tip. 
2.4.3 Transmission electron microscopy  
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful characterization technique that 
allows obtaining structural and microstructural information about the synthesized films. A high-
energy electron beam (~ 200 kV) is accelerated onto an ultra-thin sample (~ 50 nm) and the 
transmitted electrons are collected. This signal is magnified allowing to form a 2D high-
resolution image of the sample.  
There are two basic modes of operation in a TEM: diffraction mode and image modes [56] 
(see schematic in Figure 2.10). When the TEM is operated in diffraction mode, the back-focal 
plane of the objective lens is projected onto the screen, and a diffraction pattern is obtained, 
that provides information about the crystalline structure of the sample. A pattern of spots is 
 
Figure 2.9. Top-view (a) and cross-sectional (b) images of Zr-Mo thin film. (c) EDS spectrum of film 
shown in (a) and (b).  
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obtained for single crystals, and each spot corresponds with a specific crystallographic plane in 
the direct space. Polycrystalline and amorphous materials give rise to a series of rings that are 
diffuse and wider in the case of amorphous materials. The same information can be obtained 
by performing a fast Fourier transformed (FFT) to a high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image. 
When operating in diffraction mode it is convenient to insert an aperture in the image plane to 
reduce the area of the sample under analysis allowing to reduce the intensity of the direct beam 
 
Figure 2.10. Schematic of the two basic modes of operations in a TEM. In diffraction mode (left) the 
diffraction pattern (DP) is projected onto the screen and in image mode (right) the image is projected 
onto the screen [56].  
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and to obtain information of a localized region of the sample. This operation is called selected-
area electron diffraction (SAED). A typical TEM analysis performed on a Zr-Mo film is shown  
in Figure 2.11. In Figure 2.11(a2) is shown the SAED pattern taken from the region marked 
with a black circle in Figure 2.11(a1). In Figure 2.11(b2) is shown the FFT pattern 
corresponding to the HRTEM of Figure 2.11(b1). 
When the TEM is operated in image mode, the image plane of the objective lens is 
projected onto the screen, and an image of the samples is obtained. There are two basic imaging 
operations: bright-field (BF) and dark-field (DF). BF images are constructed from the direct 
beam. Therefore, brighter areas correspond to the presence of lighter elements, whereas darker 
 
Figure 2.11. TEM analysis performed in a Zr-Mo film. (a1) TEM image showing the selected region 
(black circle) from which the SAED pattern (a2) was done. In the SAED pattern is shown with white 
circles the spots from which the BF (a3) and DF (a4) images were taken. HRTEM image (b1) and 
corresponding FFT pattern (b2). 
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areas correspond to the presence of heavy elements, crystalline regions that are under diffraction 
condition or thicker regions of the sample. DF images are formed by selecting a specific 
diffracted beam instead of the direct beam. In this case, brighter areas correspond to crystalline 
regions under diffraction condition. BF and DF images of a Zr-Mo film are shown in Figure 
2.11(a3) and Figure 2.11(a4), respectively. 
TEM investigations were performed using a cold FEG JEOL ARM200 microscope. For 
this analysis, cross-section TEM samples of films were prepared using a focused ion beam 
(FIB)-scanning electron microscope (SEM) dual beam system (FEI Helios 600). The samples 
were obtained with the lift-out technique. The foil were prepared and thinned using an 
acceleration voltage of 30 kV. Nevertheless, an acceleration voltage of 5kV was used in the last 
step of the thinning, in order to minimize any possible artifact like amorphization or ion 
implantation. 
2.4.4 In-plane residual stress 
One of the approaches to measure the in-plane residual stress in a thin film is depositing it 
on a flat substrate. Then, by measuring the curvature of the substrate after deposition, the stress 
in the film can be determined using the Stoney equation [57]. In the case of elastically 















where ℎ𝑓 is the film thickness, ℎ𝑠 is the substrate thickness, 𝑀𝑠 is the biaxial modulus of the 
substrate, 𝑅0 is the curvature radius of the substrate before the film deposition and 𝑅 is the 
curvature radius after the film deposition. In our case we used (100) Si substrates (𝑀𝑠 =180.3 
GPa) with a thickness of 200 µm.  
The curvature radii were measured by white light interferometry (WLI) using a Zygo 
NewView 7300 surface analyzer. In this technique, a white light beam is split in two parts, one 
is directed to a reference mirror and the other to the sample surface. The different optical path 
lengths of both beams produce an interference pattern that is used to reconstruct the topography 
of the sample surface (see Figure 2.12(a)). This method allows collecting surface height profiles 
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on 3D surfaces with a high vertical resolution (< 0.1 nm). Typical 3D and 2D views of a 
topographic image performed in a Zr-W thin film is shown in Figure 2.12(b). From the 
topographic image, a lineal height profile can be extracted and the curvature radius calculated 
as shown in Figure 2.12(c). 
2.4.5 Statistic parameters of the films surface  
 The changes in the surface topography of the films were quantified by determining the 
height distribution function of the film surface and the roughness, calculated here as the root 
mean square (RMS) of the surface profile. These magnitudes were measured using Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM). In AFM, a sharp tip (tip diameter ~10 nm) is scanned over the 
sample surface. The interatomic forces between the sample surface and the tip produces a 
deflection of a cantilever when the topography at the surface of the sample is changing, which 
allows to obtain high-resolution 3D topographical images (see Figure 2.13(a)). In this thesis, 
 
Figure 2.12. (a) Schematic of the WLI system. (b) 3D (top panel) and 2D (bottom panel) views of a Zr-
W film under stress taken by using a white light interferometer. (c) Schematic showing how the 
curvature radius was calculated using the height profile extracted from the image shown in (b).  
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the film topography was examined using a Nano-Observer Atomic Force Microscope 
developed by CSInstruments operated in resonant mode. An AFM image of a Zr-Mo thin film 
is shown in Figure 2.13(b). From the topographic image, the surface roughness together with 
the height distribution function of the film can be determined. 
2.4.6  Optical reflectance 
The reflectance is defined as the fraction of the incident electromagnetic radiation on a 
surface that is reflected by it. The total reflectance of a surface 𝑅𝑇 can be divided into two 
terms: the specular reflectance 𝑅𝑆 and the diffuse reflectance 𝑅𝐷. In specular reflectance, the 
incident ray is reflected from the surface in a single direction (mirror-like reflection). Real 
surfaces are not completely flat, which results in the appearance of a diffuse reflectance 
component, as can be seen in Figure 2.14.  
A part of this thesis will be dedicated to study the modification of the surface topography 
in thin films. Consequently, a modulation of the reflectance is expected since this magnitude is 
very sensitive to the surface roughness. 
The reflectance measurements were performed in the 350-900 nm range using a Varian 
Cary 5000 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer coupled with an integrating sphere. In this thesis, 






Figure 2.13. (a) Schematic of the AFM system. (b) AFM image of a Zr-Mo thin film.  
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Commonly the specular reflectance is reported, however if divided by the total reflectance, a 
fraction that only depends on the surface topography is obtained [59–62]. Since we are 
interested in studying the way the reflectance is modulated by modifying the surface roughness 
of the films, this term is more relevant. 
2.4.7 Mechanical properties  
In order to determine the hardness 𝐻 and Young’s modulus E of the films, indentation tests 
were performed using a CSM Instruments (Anton Paar) Ultra Nanoindenter which allows a 
continuous capture of the penetration depth in the material and the force during the indentation 
process. The experiments were performed with a diamond Berkovich indenter tip with a 
maximum loading force of 300 µN. This force allows us to comply with the Buckle criterion 
on all measurements. This criterion is of paramount importance because if the penetration depth 
reaches more than 10% of the film thickness, the results are influenced by the substrate. For all 
the results, the loading rate of 600 µN min-1 was kept constant. For each measurement, the 
average of 10 indentation tests was taken. Hardness and Young's modulus were determined 





where 𝑃max is the maximum indentation load and 𝐴c the projected contact area (depending of 













Figure 2.14. Specular and diffuse reflectance.  
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where 𝐸 and 𝐸𝑖 are the Young’s modulus of the sample and the indenter, and 𝜈 and 𝜈𝑖 are the 
Poisson’s ratio of the sample and the indenter. For diamond, 𝐸𝑖 = 1141 GPa and 𝜈𝑖 = 0.07. 
The Poisson's ratio of the sample was fixed at 0.3. Finally, 𝐸eff is the effective elastic modulus 









where 𝛽 is a constant which depends on the geometry of the indenter (𝛽 = 1.034 for a 
Berkovich indenter) and 𝑆 = d𝑃 dℎ⁄  is the slope of the initial portion of the unloading curve 
(stiffness). A schematic of an indentation curve showing the important measured parameters is 
shown in Figure 2.15. 
The friction coefficient of the films was measured by sliding contact tests performed at a 
micrometer length scale, by means of a lateral force measurement attached to a MTS 
Nanoindenter XP. A Berkovich indenter was employed to scratch the film surface at a velocity 
of 10 µm s-1 under increasing load, up to a maximum of 200 mN. Different scan tracks were 
performed on each specimen at a fixed distance between tracks of 500 µm.  
 
Figure 2.15. Schematic of a load-displacement indentation curve showing the important measured 




3 Structural and mechanical properties of Zr-Mo thin 




ABSTRACT: In this chapter, Zr-Mo thin films were synthesized in a wide composition range 
using a combinatorial approach by co-sputtering molybdenum and zirconium targets in the 
presence of argon. X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy analyses reveal an 
evolution of the films structure from a nanocrystalline solid solution of Zr in the bcc lattice of 
Mo to clusters in an amorphous matrix with the same local order that a solid solution of Mo 
into hcp Zr. The coherence length deduced from X-ray diffractograms was around 1-7 nm 
depending on the composition. Mechanical measurements show that the films exhibited high 
hardness H, low Young's modulus E and therefore high H/E ratio compared with the bulk of Zr 
and Mo. We also found low friction coefficient values for all the films. Finally, an inverse Hall-
Petch effect was observed for coherence length lower than 6 nm. 
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Nanocrystalline and amorphous metallic alloys attract attention due to their modified 
mechanical properties compared to microcrystalline ones. Except for few cases, it is difficult to 
reach nanocrystalline and amorphous state in binary metal alloys using conventional 
metallurgy. The high quench rate associated to the vapor-to-solid transition in sputter-deposited 
metallic alloys can be high enough to disable the crystallization of many systems. This fact can 
be used for the formation of amorphous and nanocrystalline structures and tailor the properties 
of so-produced metallic alloy thin films. These can exhibit high hardness H values (for example, 
through Hall-Petch hardening in the case of the nanocrystalline materials) while keeping an 
elastic modulus E characteristic of metals. Hence, such strategy can significantly improve the 
H/E ratio, a parameter known to drive the friction behavior of materials [66].  
The bonding state and, more particularly, the cohesive energy is also an important 
parameter within a strategy that aims at controlling the mechanical properties of nanostructured 
metals as it primarily determines their elastic behavior [5]. From this point of view, Zr-based 
binary alloys designed on the basis of Mo addition are particularly interesting. First, the good 
ability of sputter-deposited Zr-based alloys to form amorphous and nanocrystalline structures 
[1–4] can act in favor of the alloys hardening. Moreover, the intrinsic high hardness of Mo [5] 
and the high cohesive energy of Mo and Zr [6] among the transition metals make the Zr-Mo 
system a good candidate for hard metallic coatings with good elastic properties.  
In this chapter, we propose to investigate the relationship between the structural and 
mechanical properties of Zr-Mo thin films deposited by co-sputtering. For this purpose, a 
combinatorial approach will be used, which allows in a single deposition experiment, to obtain 
films in a wide composition range. 
3.2 Composition and structure 
In Figure 3.1(a) a schematic of the sputtering chamber is presented together with the 
parameters used during the growth of the film. The film was deposited on a glass substrate. An 
optical image of the film obtained is shown in Figure 3.1(b). Interestingly, at 9.3 cm from Mo 
target axis the film exhibits a narrow region (width of approx. 1 mm) where the appearance 
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changes (the film has a milky-like appearance). This change in appearance is the first indication 
of a structural change in the film. Precisely, the objective of the next chapters of this thesis is 
to address the mechanisms behind its occurrence and its implication in the properties of the 
film. 
As is shown with triangles in Figure 3.1(c), the thickness along the film is in the 1.4-1.9 
µm range depending on position. Figure 3.1(c) also shows the evolution of the Mo content, 
calculated as the ratio Mo (Mo + Zr)⁄  of atomic contents (see Chapter 2), as we move away 
from the Mo target axis. Since the flux of particles impinging the growing film decreases with 
the distance from the target axis, the amount of Mo in the deposited film decreases with the 
distance from the Mo target axis, while that of zirconium increases keeping the film thickness 
quite constant. Thereby, it was possible to synthesize Zr1-xMox films with x in the 0.32-0.95 
range.  
The X-ray diffractograms for different compositions are shown in Figure 3.2(a). In the case 
of sample with 58 at% Mo, it was impossible to obtain an X-ray diffractogram without 
overlapping of the adjacent regions in an area as narrow as the “milky region”. However, as a 
 
Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic of the sputtering chamber showing the parameters used during the film 
deposition. (b) Optical image of deposited film. (c) Evolution of the composition (circles) and the 
thickness (triangles) of the film as a function of the distance from the Mo target axis. 
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first attempt to characterize the structure in this area, TEM analysis was performed (see Figure 
3.2(b)). From the X-ray diffractograms, different structural behaviors can be identified 
depending on the Mo content, indicating a structural transition. From 95 to 62 at% Mo, the 
samples show well defined diffraction peaks, indicating the presence of a crystalline structure 
in this range of compositions. On the other hand, from 53 to 32 at% Mo, the samples show wide 
peaks typical of the amorphous structure. This transition is also evidenced in Figure 3.3, which 
shows the dependency of the interplanar spacing and the coherence length to the Mo content. 
The interplanar spacing was determined from X-ray diffractograms using Bragg’s law (eq. 
(2.1)) taking the angular position of the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP)1. The coherence 
length was estimated from the FSDP of the diffractograms using Scherrer's formula (eq. (2.3)). 
The transition from the crystalline to the amorphous structure when the composition is around 
60 at% Mo has been previously observed in sputter-deposited Zr-Mo films [1]. 
                                                 
1 The term FSDP [67] usually refers to the first wide (and more intense) peak in the X-ray diffractogram of samples 
exhibiting an amorphous structure. Here we also use it to refer to the first diffraction peak of samples that exhibit 
a crystalline structure. 
 
Figure 3.2. (a) X-ray diffractograms for the different Mo compositions. (b)  HRTEM image and FFT 
of sample with 58 at% Mo (milky region). 
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3.3 Crystalline side 
As previously mentioned, the X-ray diffractograms for samples with Mo content between 
62 and 95 at% are typical of a crystalline structure, showing well defined diffraction peaks as 
can be seen in Figure 3.4(a). The crystalline structure was verified with TEM images made to 
these samples. For instance, in Figure 3.4 (b) the HRTEM image and its corresponding FFT 
pattern is shown for one of these samples (62 at% of Mo). The diffraction peaks can be ascribed 
to the bcc lattice of Mo, although they are shifted with respect to those of pure Mo. The shift of 
the peaks is reflected in the increase of the inteplanar spacing (extracted from the FSDP) when 
the Zr content increases, as can be seen with red circles in Figure 3.3. There is a linear 
dependency between the inteplanar spacing and the Mo (or Zr) content and its extrapolation 
goes from the interplanar spacing of the (110) planes of the bcc structure of Mo (ICDD 04-014-
7435) to the interplanar spacing of the (110) planes of bcc-β-Zr (ICDD 01-071-3958). This 
behavior is typical of a solid solution, in this case of Zr in the bcc lattice of Mo. Thus, the shift 
of the peaks is due to the incorporation of Zr into Mo lattice, as the Zr atomic radius (1.62 Å) 
is higher than the Mo (1.36 Å) one [68]. Taking into account the above and considering the 
coherence length values (~5-7 nm) shown with red triangles in Figure 3.3, we can conclude that 
 
Figure 3.3. Dependency of the interplanar spacing and the coherence length with the Mo content. 
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in this range of compositions (from 95% to 62% Mo content) the samples are nanocrystalline 
solid solutions of zirconium in the bcc lattice of molybdenum, bcc-Mo(Zr) nanocrystalline. 
3.4 X-ray amorphous side  
From 53 at% to 32 at% Mo, the structure of the samples is different from the previous one. 
The X-ray diffractograms acquired from these samples (see Figure 3.5(a)) are similar, with a 
characteristic wide peak and a second broader halo that are representative for the amorphous 
state. Also, FFT analysis performed on these samples (see Figure 3.5(c)) confirms their 
amorphous character. 
However, amorphous does not necessarily mean a randomly ordered solid. Although the 
long-range order that characterizes crystalline metals is not present in amorphous alloys, some 
degree of short- and medium-range order do exist [69–72], which is due in part to their high 
atomic packing density. The polytetrahedral or cluster packing model is well accepted as a 
description of the short-range order (SRO) in metallic glasses [73]. These clusters are composed 
of an atom and its nearest-neighbor shell. To form these clusters the atoms are accommodated 
 
Figure 3.4. X-ray diffractograms (a) and  HRTEM image with its corresponding FFT pattern (b) of 
sample with 62 at% Mo. 
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in order to maximize the packing efficiency. The different types of polytetrahedrons that can 
be formed have been carefully studied and it is well known that for a given coordination number 
there is a type of cluster, the so-called polytetrahedral Z-cluster, with the highest compactness 
[73]. The Z-clusters can be distorted and other types of polytetrahedrons (with a lower 
compactness) can be formed. A given metallic glass is formed by the Z-cluster and their 
distorted versions but with a tendency to maximize the most compact Z-clusters. A critical 
parameter that determines the predominant Z-cluster type present in a given glass is the 
effective atomic size ratio and therefore the compositions of the glass. Even though the 
polytetrahedral clusters are the fundamental building blocks of the SRO in metallic glasses, 
how these clusters are connected and arranged to form the medium-range order (MRO) is still 
an outstanding question in metallic glass research. For example, the efficient cluster packing 
(ECP) model [69,70] can be a good approach to the MRO. Other authors have suggested that 
the MRO in bulk metallic glasses may be characterized by a self-similar, fractal packing of 
atomic clusters [72] and recently has been proven that this fractal behavior is present also in 
thin film metallic glasses [67]. 
Therefore, although at first sight the X-ray diffractograms appear very similar, they do not 
reflect similar local structures. Actually, the position and FWHM of the FSDP are changing 
 
Figure 3.5. (a) X-ray diffractograms from sample with 32 at% to sample with 53 at% of Mo. HRTEM 
image (b) and FFT (c) of the sample with 38 at% of Mo. (d) Zoom made to the TEM image shown in 
(b) showing the existence of small crystalline-like regions. 
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with the composition. We can see in Figure 3.3 the dependencies of the coherence length (blue 
triangles) and the interplanar spacing (blue circles) with the Mo content, both extracted from 
the FSDP. The coherence length values are between 0.8 and 1.5 nm, which is in accordance 
with the medium-range length scale in metallic glasses [72], indicating that some atomic 
organization exists at this scale. Indeed, TEM analysis made to the sample with 38 at% Mo (see 
Figure 3.5(b)-(d)) shows small crystalline-like regions whose dimensions are similar to that of 
the coherence length. In fact, this crystalline organization at the MRO has been previously 
observed in other metallic glass systems [74,75]. In Ref. [76] the presence of a local 
translational symmetry (LTS) in different metallic glass systems was explored and the authors 
stated that the LTS has a one-dimensional translational order. This last factor is in agreement 
with the elongated form of the small crystalline regions observed in Figure 3.5(c). This does 
not mean that the atomic organization at the MRO is crystalline-like but indicates that it is 
possible to have in amorphous structures small regions where is favorable the formation of a 
crystalline-like atomic organization. On the other hand, the behavior of the interplanar spacing 
(see Figure 3.3) resembles the Vegard's law involved in metallic crystallized systems (as 
happens in the crystalline side in our samples). In fact, Figure 3.3 shows that the extrapolation 
of the interplanar spacing goes to the interplanar spacing of the (100) planes of the hcp structure 
of Zr, as in a solid solution of Mo in the Zr structure. Therefore, it is plausible that, at the local 
level, the films have the same order as a solid solution of Mo in the hcp structure of Zr, and 
there may be small crystalline-like regions or “clusters” (not to be confused with the 
polytetrahedral clusters) with this organization. Then, we can propose with confidence that 
between 53% and 32% Mo content the samples are amorphous with the presence of clusters 
with a hcp-Zr(Mo) organization. 
3.5 Mechanical properties 
In the previous sections has been shown how the structure of Zr-Mo thin films evolves with 
the composition. This section is focused on the mechanical properties of the films (hardness H, 
Young's modulus E and friction coefficient) and their relation with the structural evolution. 
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Figure 3.6(a) shows the evolution of H and E as a function of the Mo content as extracted 
from nanoindentation measurements. The values for H are in the 4-13 GPa range, depending 
on the chemical composition, and in all cases are much larger than the H values of bulk pure Zr 
(~1.5 GPa) and bulk pure Mo (~2.3 GPa). Meanwhile, the values of E are in the 100-200 GPa 
range and are kept between the bulk Young's modulus values of Zr (~100 GPa) and Mo (~330 
GPa). This combination of high H while E is kept in the values range of the metals leads, 
consequently, to high values of the H∕E ratio, as is shown in Figure 3.6(b). In all cases, the H∕E 
values are between 0.04 and 0.08. This makes the Zr-Mo system a coating candidate with a 
good wear resistance [66]. The results presented in Figure 3.6 indicate that films with 32 at% 
Mo in the X-ray amorphous side and 80 at% Mo in the crystalline side exhibit the best 
mechanical properties in the Zr-Mo system. We point out here that in the “milky region” the 
mechanical properties deteriorate, i.e. the hardness and the H/E ratio have a minimum. 
 
Figure 3.6. (a) Evolution of the hardness and Young's modulus of Zr-Mo thin films as a function of the 
Mo content. (b) H∕E ratio as a function of the Mo composition. 
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However, they are still higher compared to those of pure Zr and pure Mo. In addition, as will 
be shown in the next chapters, other properties emerge in this region which make it special. 
Figure 3.7(a) shows the evolution of the friction coefficient for all the Mo contents studied 
during a microscratch with increasing applied load. For each sample, four friction 
measurements were made and averaged. In Figure 3.7(b), the dependency of the friction 
coefficient to the Mo content is presented. This dependency was obtained averaging, for each 
sample, the values of friction between 100 and 250 mm of the scratch distance (inset of Figure 
3.7(a)). The friction coefficient values for all the samples were below 0.2. These low values of 
the friction are in agreement with the high H∕E ratio. 
 
Figure 3.7. (a) Friction coefficient of sputter-deposited Zr-Mo films during microscratch experiments. 
The inset shows a zoom between 100 and 250 mm of the scratch distance. (b) Dependency of the friction 
coefficient to the molybdenum composition obtained averaging, for each sample, the values of friction 
between 100 and 250 mm of the scratch distance. 
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The high hardness values of the samples in the crystalline side could be explained by the 
intense Hall-Petch hardening [77] due to the very small values of coherence length in the films 
studied. In Figure 3.8(a) is shown the relation between hardness and the reciprocal square root 
of the coherence length in the crystalline side. As we can see, from 95 to 80 at% Mo the classical 
Hall-Petch relation is fulfilled and the hardness reaches a maximum for a coherence length of 
approximately 6 nm while from 80 to 62 at% Mo the Hall-Petch relation breaks down and the 
inverse Hall-Petch effect appears, that is, the hardness decreases when the coherence length 
decreases. 
On the other side, the structural-mechanical properties relation in the X-ray amorphous side 
is more difficult to elucidate. As is shown in Figure 3.6, both H and E decrease with the increase 
of the Mo content, having a minimum in the “milky region”. We note that the H values in the 
amorphous side can be higher than in the crystalline side, even when the Mo content (with a 
higher H value in the bulk pure state) is higher in the crystalline side. Indeed, the highest 
hardness is that of sample with the lowest Mo content (32 at%). 
 
Figure 3.8. Dependency of hardness and friction coefficient with the reciprocal square root of the 
coherence length for films in the nanocrystalline bcc side (a) and in the X-ray amorphous side (b). 
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The hardness behavior can be understood in terms of relative presence of Z-clusters, with 
a higher compactness, and of highly distorted Z-clusters or “geometrically unfavored motifs” 
(GUMs) [78,79], with a lower compactness. Which Z-clusters are favored depends on the 
relative atomic size of the constituent elements and therefore on the composition. Although the 
atomic organization for a particular composition in any given metallic glass is such that it tends 
to maximize the presence of Z-clusters in order to keep the high atomic packing density, these 
locally favored structures are accompanied by a range of GUMs needed to fill the 3D space. 
GUMs are clusters with a lower stability (soft spots) as compared to the compact Z-clusters and 
are more susceptible to deformation [78,79]. For example, in the Cu-Zr system the highest 
hardness and Young's modulus are reached in Cu0.64Zr0.36, that is known as the composition 
with a highest quantity of full icosahedron (polytetrahedral Z-cluster with coordination number 
12) and therefore is the most densely packed composition [80]. In our case, although we do not 
know the type of Z-cluster that dominates for each composition, the H and E measurements 
indicate that compositions closest to the “milky region” are dominated by GUMs. At the same 
time, sample with 32 at% Mo has the composition for which a higher density of Z-clusters is 
present.  
In Figure 3.8(b) is shown the dependency of H to the reciprocal square root of the coherence 
length in the amorphous side. The figure shows that H decreases when the coherence length 
decreases as in the inverse Hall-Petch effect, and the dependency between H and the reciprocal 
square root of the coherence length seems to be linear. The increase of H with the coherence 
length could be understood if the latter is interpreted as the mean value of the medium-range 
length scale. In this sense, a higher coherence length implies larger domains formed either by 
well connected Z-clusters or by the crystalline-like regions that were shown in the previous 
section, which decrease the presence of GUMs. Consequently, higher coherence length implies 
less GUMs and therefore higher hardness values. 
Finally, Figure 3.8 shows, with star symbols, the dependency of the friction coefficient to 
the coherence length. In the nanocrystalline side, the friction coefficient seems to be 
characterized by two regimes corresponding to those of the hardness. Nevertheless, the 
empirical H∕E ratio criterion fails at predicting the evolution of the friction coefficient in this 
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case as higher H∕E is associated to higher friction. We can suggest that the deformation 
mechanisms play the major role in the evolution of the friction. Indeed, a transition from Hall-
Petch to inverse Hall-Petch can be the signature of change in deformation mechanism and 
softening of the material. In the amorphous side, the friction is proportional to the hardness. 
Both hardness and friction evolutions can be interpreted as a change in the density of GUMs 
that soften the material. 
3.6 First approach to the “milky region” 
So far, we have shown that a transition from a crystalline to an amorphous structure occurs 
in sputter-deposited Zr-Mo thin films. We also shown that the region of transition exhibit a 
change in appearance (a milky-like appearance). The phases present throughout the film, as 
well as the presence of the “milky region” are illustrated in the upper panel of Figure 3.9. 
However, the structure in the "milky region" has not been clarified. The only information that 
we have is the TEM image extracted from this region and shown in Figure 3.2(b). The FFT 
pattern in the inset of the figure shows only a diffuse halo, indicating that the structure of the 
“milky region” is amorphous. Nevertheless, a more carefully analysis of the structure in this 
region, which will be shown in the next chapter, reveals that the amorphous phase is not the 
only phase present in the “milky region”. Actually, two different phases are coexisting in this 
region. The fact that the information extracted from the TEM analysis is not complete is due to 
the way in which the sample was collected (by scratching the film surface onto the TEM grid).  
A first insight at the surface morphology of the “milky region” is provided in the bottom 
panel of Figure 3.9. The SEM top-views sequence shown in the figure reveals that the surface 
morphology in this region is changing significantly with composition. Effectively, looking from 
left to right (which means that we are moving towards regions with a higher Mo content), the 
number of zones that exhibit a rounded shape seems to increase until they cover the whole film 
surface. Is it possible to describe the kinetics of this process? What is the nature of the “milky 
region”? Is it something particular in the Zr-Mo system or can it be extended to other systems? 
Which properties of the film can be exploited due to the presence of the “milky region”? All 
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these questions, among others, will be addressed in the next chapters and constitute the core of 
this thesis. 
3.7 Chapter conclusions 
This chapter provides a first insight to the Zr-Mo system. Using a combinatorial approach, 
it was possible to synthesize Zr-Mo thin films by co-sputtering in a wide range of compositions. 
We showed, using X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy that a transition from 
a crystalline to an amorphous structure occurs in this system, depending on the composition. 
The evolution of the structural and the mechanical properties with composition can be 
summarized as follow:  
 Films with a composition ranging from 62 to 95 at% Mo exhibit a crystalline structure, 
more particularly, a nanocrystalline solid solution of Zr in the bcc lattice of Mo. The small 
values of coherence length (between 5 and 7 nm) favor the Hall-Petch hardening, which is 
evidenced in the high hardness values (between 7.3 and 12.1 GPa) of the samples in this 
 
Figure 3.9. Upper panel: schematic showing the phases present throughout the film. Bottom panel: SEM 
top-views sequence along the “milky region” (from left to right). 
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range of compositions. Meanwhile, the Young's modulus values (between 150 and 200 
GPa) are kept between those of the two bulk metals. Consequently, high values of the H/E 
ratio were found. The best combination of hardness (12.1 GPa) and H/E ratio (0.07) was 
that of film with 80 at% Mo. The films also exhibit low values of the friction coefficient. 
An inverse Hall-Petch effect is observed for coherence length lower than 6 nm. 
 Films with a composition ranging from 32 to 53 at% Mo exhibit an amorphous structure. 
At the local level (length scale of the medium-range order in metallic glasses, i.e., ~0.6-2 
nm), the amorphous structure exhibits the same local order as a solid solution of Mo into 
hcp Zr, and there may be small crystalline-like regions with this organization. The hardness 
values are high (between 9.1 and 12.4 GPa) while the Young's modulus values (between 
150 and 175 GPa) are kept between those of the two bulk metals. The film with 32 at% Mo 
exhibit the higher values of hardness and H/E ratio (0.07). Interestingly, an increase of the 
hardness with the coherence length was observed that can be associated to the presence of 
less geometrically unfavored motifs (GUMs). 
Hence, the constitutive phases obtained within the explored composition range are 
supersaturated nanocrystalline and amorphous solid solutions. This contrasts with the stable 
equilibrium phase diagram that contains (Mo) and (Zr) solid solutions of limited solubilities 
and one intermetallic Laves_c15 phase of ZrMo2 composition. It is to be noted that the ZrMo2 
Laves phase was never observed in our Zr-Mo films neither using XRD nor using high 
resolution TEM. This is in line with the concept that the difficulty to form intermetallic phase 
of complex structure, due to high quenching rates associated to vapor condensation, favors the 
solid solution. 
Finally, a region with a milky-like appearance forms, which has an intermediate 
composition to those of the amorphous and crystalline sides. The explanation behind the 







4 Controlling surface morphology by 
nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive self-phase 
separation in thin films: Thickness-modulated 
reflectance and interference phenomena 
 
 
ABSTRACT: In this chapter, we demonstrate that a self-separation of a nanocrystalline and an 
amorphous phase occurs in sputter-deposited Zr-Mo thin films obtained at compositions 
intermediate to those necessary to form single-phased amorphous and nanocrystalline films. 
We explore the possibility of controlling the surface morphology features of these films using 
the competitive growth between the two phases. The evolution of the residual stress with the 
thickness at the biphased composition is correlated with the morphology evolution. In addition, 
a possible mechanism for the self-separation of phases is presented. The particular geometry in 
which the nanocrystalline phase in competition with the amorphous phase grows made possible 
to change the surface morphology of the films at the biphasic composition by changing the film 
thickness. In this way, it was possible to control the surface roughness and, because of this, 
tuning the film reflectance at a determined wavelength. We show that the self-separation of 
phases as presented here is not limited to Zr-Mo alloys and can be extended to other systems. 
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The fabrication of new functional surfaces plays an important role in the development of 
the modern industry. Many efforts have been made in order to modify and control the surface 
morphology of a variety of materials by using different techniques [81–84]. The functionalities 
of surface modified materials are wide: controllable wettability [85,86], biomedical 
applications [87], solar cells [88], among others. Phase separation phenomenon is widely 
observed in thin films and has been thoroughly studied in order to manipulate the resulting 
functional properties. Different configurations could be obtained, such as the nanodispersion of 
metal or ceramic particles in a ceramic matrix [89,90]. Alternatively, thin films showing lateral 
self-separation of ceramic phases could be obtained in case of specific epitaxial relationships 
between phases or between at least one phase and the substrate [91–93]. Apart for some specific 
cases (see for instance [94,95]), the topography of the film surface has scarcely been reported 
to be markedly affected by the phase separation. To the best of our knowledge, surface 
morphology modification induced by phase separation has not been exploited so far to 
manipulate the functional properties. 
In the previous chapter was shown that in sputter-deposited Zr-Mo thin films, a structural 
transition from an amorphous to a nanocrystalline phase occurs around 60 at% Mo. The 
transition region appears as a singularity in the optical properties within the explored 
compositions, showing a milky-like appearance. In this chapter, we propose to delve into the 
nature of the so-called “milky region”. We demonstrate that a competitive self-separation of an 
amorphous and a nanocrystalline phase occurs for Zr-Mo thin films obtained at a composition 
intermediate (around 60 at% Mo) to those necessary to form single-phased amorphous and 
nanocrystalline films. Residual stress measurements, often used on single metallic elements, 
are used here for explaining the dynamical growth with thickness of Zr-Mo films obtained at 
the biphased composition, proving the usefulness of this technique when studying 
microstructures that are more complex. Moreover, we show that, because of the phase 
separation, the surface morphology can be modulated. In this way, the surface roughness, 
largely known to influence the scattered light [59,60,62], can be tuned and, consequently, a 
thickness-controlled reflectance is achieved.  
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4.2 Nanocrystalline/amorphous self-phase separation 
A schematic of the sputtering chamber together with the parameters used during the growth 
of the films is presented in Figure 4.1(a). In order to ensure the homogeneity of the films, all 
the depositions were made with the substrate holder in rotating mode. Note that, unlike the 
previous chapter, the composition of the films was controlled by changing the discharge current 
applied to the Mo target (0.2, 0.28 and 0.4 A), keeping constant the discharge current applied 
to the Zr target (0.3 A). It resulted in Zr-Mo thin films of thickness around 1500 nm containing 
48, 60 and 67 at% Mo, respectively. The optical image of the films shown in Figure 4.1(b) 
evidences the difference in appearance of the film with 60 at% Mo, corresponding to the 
composition of the “milky region” referred in the previous chapter. X-ray diffractograms 
performed to these films are provided in Figure 4.2(a). In line with the previous chapter, XRD 
data clearly indicate the possibility to modify the structure in the range of compositions 
explored. In more details, the signature of nanocrystalline bcc Mo is obtained for the highest 
Mo content (peaks are shifted with respect to pure Mo due to the incorporation of Zr atoms of 
larger atomic radius than Mo) and a wide diffraction signal corresponding to amorphous or 
 
Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of the sputtering chamber showing the parameters used during the films 
deposition. (b) Optical image of deposited films showing the change in coloration of sample obtained 
with a discharge current of 0.28 A applied to the Mo target. 
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ultrafine-grained phase is obtained for the lower Mo content. At the intermediate composition, 
a mixture of both signals is obtained, indicating that the microstructure of the “milky region” is 
a mixture of the amorphous and nanocrystalline phases, as was already advanced in the previous 
chapter. 
In general, in absence of specific epitaxial orientation between the deposited phases and 
the substrate and without intentional thermal assistance, biphased coatings deposited using 
PVD methods consist of a matrix with nanodispersion of a secondary phase. Formation of such 
nanocomposites is driven both by thermodynamics and kinetics, and the very high cooling rates 
associated to the condensation of the gas phase using PVD methods play an important role in 
nanodispersing the secondary phase. In the present case, a careful investigation of the film 
morphology reveals a different situation. In Figure 4.2(c) is shown a SEM top-view image of 
the sample with 60% of Mo content. The image shows two regions with different morphologies: 
region 1 that is more flat and acts as a matrix embedding region 2 that is composed by zones of 
rounded shape. At the local scale, the surface morphology of the region 1 is similar to that of 
 
Figure 4.2. Morphology and structure of the films. (a) X-ray diffractograms of samples grown at 
different currents applied to the Mo target: blue line (0.2 A), black line (0.28 A) and red line (0.4 A). 
(b)-(d) Top-view SEM images corresponding to samples shown in (a). 
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the amorphous film of lower Mo content (see Figure 4.2(d)), while the surface morphology of 
region 2 resembles that of the nanocrystalline film of higher Mo content (see Figure 4.2(b)). 
Figure 4.3(a) shows the cross-sectional view of the biphased sample and evidences that the 
shape of region 2 is conical inside the bulk of the film and terminates with a dome whose base 
is aligned with the surface of region 1. The TEM image of the film shown in Figure 4.3(b) 
evidences the spatial separation of both regions. To bring further details on the local structure 
in both regions, HRTEM investigation and their FFT were performed. Figure 4.3(c)-(d) show 
representative data collected in regions 1 and 2, marked by the blue and red squares in Figure 
4.3(b). The HRTEM image of Figure 4.3(c) and diffuse halo in the corresponding FFT confirm 
the amorphous state in region 1. On the other hand, the HRTEM image of Figure 4.3(d) 
confirms the nanocrystalline character of region 2 and the interplanar distance corresponding 
to the well-defined ring in the FFT pattern matches with that extracted from XRD. 
 
Figure 4.3. SEM (a) and TEM (b) cross-sectional images of sample shown in Figure 3.1(c). (c) HRTEM 
image and FFT from the region highlighted with a blue square in (b). (d) HRTEM image and FFT from 
the region highlighted with a red square in (b). 
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In summary, the “milky region” is obtained by working at a composition intermediate 
between those of the amorphous and the nanocrystalline phases. It is a biphased region in which 
a self-separation of amorphous and nanocrystalline phases occurs. Thus, the film grows initially 
amorphous and, for a certain thickness, the nanocrystalline phase nucleates, and both phases 
continue growing together in competition. The focus of the next sections will be on the 
intermediate biphased composition, in particular the evolution of the morphology and the 
properties with the film thickness will be discussed. Throughout this thesis, the terms “milky 
region”, nanocrystalline/amorphous self-phase separation or nanocrystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth will be used to refer to the same phenomenon. 
4.3 Stress evolution with thickness 
 In order to study how the morphology and the properties of the biphased composition (60 
at% Mo) evolve with the film thickness, several samples were grown under the same deposition 
conditions, but changing the deposition time. The thickness of the films obtained as a function 
of the deposition time is shown in Figure 4.4(a). A constant deposition rate of 24 nm/min was 
kept during all the depositions. The X-ray diffractograms shown in Figure 4.4(b), evidence that 
the signal of the peaks associated to the nanocrystalline phase is growing with the increase of 
the thickness. This means that the ratio between the nanocrystalline and the amorphous phase 
is increasing with thickness, which is due to the particular geometry (a conical shape of the 
nanocrystalline phase inside the bulk of the film as can be seen Figure 4.3(a)-(b)) resulting from 
the competitive growth between both phases.  
Figure 4.5(a) shows the evolution of in-plane residual stress state of the film with thickness 
determined using the Stoney equation (eq. (2.4)). From the figure, three different zones can be 
identified. First, the stress increases (becomes less compressive) with thickness in zone 1, a 
decrease of the stress level is evidenced in zone 2 and, finally, it stabilizes in zone 3. Figure 
4.5(b) shows the dependence with thickness of the surface coverage by the nanocrystalline 
phase extracted from the analysis of SEM images (see Appendix section for details). The inset 
in Figure 4.5(b) shows the dependency of the stress with the surface coverage in the three zones 
already mentioned and typical top and cross-sectional SEM images from each zone are shown 
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in Figure 4.5(c). From Figure 4.5(b) we can estimate to 162 nm the thickness at which the 
nucleation of the nanocrystalline phase starts, assuming that the coverage-thickness dependence 
follows an exponential law. A schematic of the morphology evolution with the thickness 
together with the stress in each zone is shown in Figure 4.6. The stress evolution can be 
interpreted as follows: 
Zone 1 (surface coverage below 15%): In this zone, the nanocrystalline regions start to 
nucleate and grow without touching each other. As the thickness increases, the stress becomes 
less compressive, i.e. a tensile component of the stress develops due to the growth of the 
nanocrystalline regions. This can be understood by taking in consideration that the growth of 
 
Figure 4.4. (a) Evolution of the film thickness with the deposition time of biphased films (60 at% Mo) 




the crystalline phase can induce a volume contraction of the film, causing an increase in the 
tensile stress [96,97]. 
 
Figure 4.5. Evolution of residual stress (a) and surface coverage by the nanocrystalline phase (b) with 
the increase of the films thickness at the biphased composition (60 at% Mo). The inset in (b) shows the 
dependency of the stress with the surface coverage. Three different zones can be identified and top (left) 
and cross-sectional (right) SEM images representative of each zone are shown in (c). 
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 Zone 2 (surface coverage between 15% and 80%): This zone is dominated by the 
coalescence of the nanocrystalline regions. A better look at the microstructure of the 
nanocrystalline regions shows that they are composed of nano-columns that grow from their 
axis in a feather-like morphology (see, for example, Figure 4.3(b)). When two neighboring 
crystalline regions contact, the growth of the nano-columns in the in-plane direction is inhibited. 
Thus, the impingement of two nanocrystalline regions create a repulsive force between them as 
indicated by the arrows of Figure 4.7(b). We propose that this repulsive force is the responsible 
of the increase in the compressive stress in zone 2. 
Zone 3 (surface coverage above 80%): Almost all the surface is covered by the 
nanocrystalline phase. Consequently, the driving mechanism for the compressive stress 
increase observed in zone 2 is interrupted and the stress stabilizes at a constant value. 
Stress and microstructure evolutions have been explained from the moment when the 
nanocrystalline phase starts to nucleate (for thicknesses higher than approximately 162 nm). 
For a thickness lower than 162 nm, marked as a blue domain in Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6, 
the whole film is amorphous and, therefore, the surface morphology is not markedly affected 
by a change of the film thickness. Nevertheless, the conditions for starting the nucleation of the 
nanocrystalline phase are defined in this zone. Because of this, an explanation of the possible 
path for the nucleation will be presented in the following. 
 
Figure 4.6. Schematic showing the evolution with thickness of the film morphology and the stress.  
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4.4 Possible path for the nanocrystalline/amorphous self-phase separation 
First of all, we want to point out that the temperature measured at the substrate did not 
exceed 45 °C, even after 3 hours of deposition (see Figure 4.8). The nucleation of the 
nanocrystalline phase begins within the first 10 minutes of deposition during which the 
substrate temperature increase is negligible. Hence, we can discard the change in temperature 
as the main origin of the nucleation of the nanocrystalline phase.  
Figure 4.7(a) shows a typical TEM cross-sectional image of the films. It appears that the 
nucleation of the nanocrystalline phase starts at the boundaries between adjacent columns. 
Moreover, as was shown in previous sections, increasing the Mo content, the structure of the  
 
Figure 4.7. (a) TEM cross-sectional image of the film showing nanocrystalline regions growing from 
the boundaries between adjacent columns. (b) On top, the generation of compressive stress by the 
impingement of two nanocrystalline regions is presented. The black arrows indicate the sense of the 
repulsive force that appears when two neighboring crystalline regions are touching each other. At the 
bottom is shown the migration of the adatoms from the surface to the grain boundary. The bigger blue 
arrow compared with the red one means more Mo atoms going to the grain boundary. 
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films evolves from an amorphous to a nanocrystalline phase, with both phases coexisting at the 
biphased composition (see Figure 4.2). This indicates that, besides the possibility to use the 
interfacial energy available at the grain boundary, the composition is an important factor to 
trigger the structural transition. Thus, at the biphased composition (60% of Mo content), the 
favored phase in the initial growth stages is the amorphous one. Nevertheless, if by some 
mechanism the Mo content locally increases, a local transition to a crystalline structure can 
occur. This could therefore explain the transition observed when the film thickness reaches 162 
nm. To explain this, we take in consideration that the amorphous phase is growing in Volmer-
Weber mode, as follows from its columnar structure (see Figure 4.5(c)). In Volmer-Weber type 
growth, in the post-coalescence regime, when the grain boundaries between islands are created, 
it is possible to have a diffusion of adatoms from the surface of the islands to the grain 
boundaries, which depends of the adatom mobility [98–101]. This is due to the difference in 
the chemical potential between the growth surface and the grain boundaries. In most of the 
studies dedicated to understand the stress behavior in the post-coalescence regime, single 
element materials were considered and less information exist about metallic alloy systems. 
Nevertheless, when two elements with different mobilities are diffusing into the grain 
boundaries, as in our case, their diffusion rates are generally different, provoking a preferential 
segregation of the most mobile element at the grain boundaries [102,103]. This means that if, 
for example, the diffusion from the surface into the grain boundary of the Mo adatoms is higher 
than that of the Zr adatoms, the Mo/Zr proportion can be increased into the grain boundary, 
 
Figure 4.8. Evolution with the deposition time of the temperature measured at the substrate holder for 
some of the films obtained. 
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provoking the nanocrystalline phase nucleation. This process is illustrated at the bottom of 
Figure 4.7(b), where a bigger blue arrow indicate higher diffusion rate of Mo atoms into the 
grain boundary. Thereby, the difference in the diffusion rates of Mo and Zr into the grain 
boundaries could be the mechanism inducing the nanocrystalline phase nucleation. 
As previously mentioned, the mobility is an important factor to understand the stress 
behavior in the post-coalescence regime. The fact the highest value of the compressive stress 
was obtained at the beginning of zone 1 indicates that such a stress state developed during the 
growth of the initial amorphous phase (blue zone of Figure 4.6). This is an indication that the 
adatom mobility was high on this amorphous phase [104,105]. This seems contradictory with 
the high melting points of Zr (Tm = 2128 K) and Mo (Tm = 2896 K), and the fact that no thermal 
assistance was used during growth. Nevertheless, as recently shown [106], in the case of 
amorphous alloys the temperature of reference is rather the glass transition temperature than 
the melting point. The glass transition temperature at the biphased composition calculated using 
the model presented in [107] is Tg = 997 K, much more lower than the melting temperatures of 
Zr and Mo. Hence, we can conclude that the amorphous structure favors the adatom mobility 
and, thereby, the diffusion of adatoms into the grain boundaries, likely facilitating the 
nucleation of the crystalline phase. 
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4.5 Thickness-modulated reflectance  
The possibility to modulate the surface morphology at the biphased composition by 
changing the film thickness can be exploited to control the surface-related properties. Here we 
propose to illustrate the potential of the competitive self-separation of amorphous and 
nanocrystalline phases by probing its ability to modulate the optical reflectance, as optical 
reflectance is highly sensitive to the nature and morphology of surfaces. Due to the increase of 
the nanocrystalline/amorphous ratio with thickness, a change in the surface roughness is also 
expected. This is highlighted in Figure 4.9, where the dependence of the surface roughness 
(black circles) with the thickness obtained from AFM measurements is shown. A smooth 
variation of the roughness from 5 to 100 nm is achieved by increasing the thickness up to 2 µm. 
Above 2 µm, the decrease of the roughness with thickness indicates a smoothening of the 
surface after it is completely covered by the nanocrystalline phase (zone 3 in Figure 4.5). Figure 
4.10 shows the AFM images (left) for some of the samples obtained with their corresponding 
height distribution functions (right). The first peak of the height distribution functions is 
representative of the background, which in this case belongs to the height distribution function 
of the amorphous region. On the other hand, the second peak, coming from higher structures, 
represents the height distribution function of the dome-like nanocrystalline region. 
 
Figure 4.9. Evolution with thickness of the surface roughness (black circles) and the relative reflectance 
𝑹𝑺
𝑹𝑻
 at a wavelength of 550 nm (red circles). 
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The possibility to control the roughness can be used to modulate the optical properties of 
the films. Figure 4.11 shows the relative reflectance (see eq. (2.5)) spectra for the different 
thicknesses obtained. The correlation between the surface roughness and relative reflectance is 
evidenced in Figure 4.9, where the dependence of the relative reflectance with thickness at a 
wavelength of 550 nm is shown. Therefore, by changing the film thickness and, with that, the 
surface roughness, we are able to control the reflectance at a certain wavelength. 
Another important point to be addressed comes from the analysis of the zooms shown in 
Figure 4.11 for film thicknesses of 1160, 1430 and 1810 nm. A minimum is observed in the 
reflectance spectra. Further, the position of this minimum is changing with film thickness. 
Moreover, it is evident from the spectrum of the 1810 nm film that reflectance oscillates, as in 
an interference phenomenon. This can be understood by taking into account the height 
distribution functions of these samples, which are shown in Figure 4.10. As said before, the 
distributions show two predominant heights corresponding to the amorphous (background) and 
nanocrystalline (dome-like) regions. Therefore, if a light wave approaches the film, the 
presence of two height levels creates a path difference, which results in the creation of an 
interference pattern. The condition for minimum intensity in an interference pattern is [108]: 
 Δ =  (𝑛 + 1/2)𝜆min, (4.1) 
where Δ is the path difference, 𝑛 is an integer value and 𝜆min is the wavelength at which a 
minimum in intensity is detected. Hence, for the first minimum of interference 𝑛 = 0 and, 
taking into account that the path difference for a wave coming perpendicular to the film surface 
is Δ = 2ℎ, where ℎ is the distance between the two predominant heights, we can rewrite eq. 







Figure 4.10. The panels show 45x45 µm2 AFM images (left) for some of the samples obtained with 
their corresponding height distribution functions (right). The values of h for film thicknesses of 1160, 
1430 and 1810 nm were calculated using eq. (4.2). 
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Eq. (4.2) gives us the height difference ℎ that two height levels must have to cause a minimum 
in the reflectance spectrum at a wavelength 𝜆min. Taking into account the values of 𝜆min 
extracted from the reflectance spectra (see Figure 4.11), the values of ℎ were calculated and the 
results are shown in Figure 4.10. In this way, the higher height reached by the nanocrystalline 
phase with respect to the amorphous one creates a difference in height levels that is responsible 
for the minimum and maximum in the reflectance intensity. Thus, as the dome-like 
nanocrystalline phase grows with the increase of the film thickness, the difference in height 
levels also increases, causing a shift of the minimum of interference to longer wavelengths. 
It is important to note that from eq. (4.2) it follows that in order to see the first minimum 
of the interference pattern in the range of wavelengths studied (between 350 and 900 nm), the 
height difference of the two height levels have to be between 87.5 and 225 nm. This is the case 
for the samples with a thickness between 1160 and 1810 nm while for the others thicknesses 
this condition is not satisfied. This is the reason why, for other thickness values, a minimum is 
not observed in the reflectance spectrum in the range of wavelengths studied. On the other hand, 
it is also important to have a similar proportion between the lowest and the highest levels. That 
means the surface coverage should be around 50%. This condition is better fulfilled when the 
film thickness is between 1160 and 1810 nm, where the surface coverage varies between 30 
and 80%. 
Even for thicknesses between 1160 and 1810 nm, where the samples satisfy the conditions 
explained above, there is not a strong difference between the minimum and the maximum of 
the reflectance, i.e. the interference pattern is not very well defined. This is because we do not 
have two well-defined height levels. On the contrary, there is a dispersion of the height values 
fundamentally within the height distribution of the nanocrystalline region, as can be follow 
from Figure 4.10. Thus, in order to obtain a better-defined interference pattern, a reduction in 
the dispersion of the height values is necessary. This last issue can be addressed by changing 
the deposition conditions, for example, the deposition pressure. In this way, the geometry of 
the nanocrystalline region could be changed and obtaining, for example, flatter structures would 
decrease the dispersion in the height distribution.  
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Figure 4.11. Relative reflectance spectra as the thickness increases. The zooms for film thicknesses of 
1160, 1430 and 1810 nm show a minimum in the relative reflectance spectra. 
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Thereby, the reason behind the change of coloration in the “milky region” is the increase 
of the surface roughness due to the particular geometry of the nanocrystalline phase when 
growing in competition with the amorphous one. In fact, we have shown that the surface 
roughness can be tuned and a thickness-controlled reflectance can be achieved. 
4.6 Towards a generalization of the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive 
growth phenomenon 
So far, we have shown that a competitive self-separation of phases occurs in Zr-Mo thin 
films obtained at 60 at% Mo, i.e. by working at a composition intermediate to those necessary 
to form single-phased amorphous and nanocrystalline films (in Chapter 5 we will show that this 
phenomenon occurs in a composition range that can be determined using a kinetics model). 
Nevertheless, this does not seem to be something particular for the Zr-Mo system. Here we 
show other examples in which nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth also occurs. 
In sputter-deposited Zr-W thin films, a transition from the amorphous to the crystalline 
phase was also observed [3]. This transition is illustrated in the X-ray diffractograms shown in 
Figure 4.12(a1), in which the composition of Zr-W thin films was varied by changing the 
discharge current applied to the W target while keeping constant the current applied to the Zr 
target. Figure 4.12(a1) highlights that, as in the case of Zr-Mo, a mixture of both signals (the 
amorphous and the nanocrystalline) is obtained at the intermediate composition, in this case 72 
at% of W. In addition, the SEM top-views shown in Figure 4.12(a2-a4) reveal the same situation 
as in the case of Zr-Mo. The surface morphology of sample obtained at the intermediate 
composition (72 at% of W) is a combination of the surface morphologies of the crystalline and 
the amorphous samples. Hence, competitive self-phase separation does not appear to be 
restricted to the Zr-Mo system and is likely largely present, but easily missed, in other binary 
alloys exhibiting a composition-driven transition from an amorphous to a crystalline phase.  
Another example to support such a possible generalization of the process is the case of 
TiO2 films [94]. In these films, a similar phase separation phenomenon was reported, that 
exhibits a transition from amorphous state with local anatase character to nanocrystalline rutile, 
the controlling parameter being the oxygen partial pressure during film growth that sets the  
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oxygen content in the Ti-O films. Similarly to the results reported on Zr-Mo and Zr-W, in 
biphased Ti-O films, growth initiates with the amorphous phase before the nanocrystalline 
phase nucleates. The difference between the results obtained with Zr-Mo films and those for 
the TiO2 films is the geometrical shape of the nanocrystalline phases. In the case of Zr-Mo, the 
nanocrystalline phase grows with a dome-like shape at the surface (see Figure 4.5(c)), while 
TiO2 films reported in [94] exhibit hollow structures (holes) on the surface (see Figure 4.12(b)). 
Such difference can be understood considering the growth rates of the nanocrystalline phase in 
the in-plane (parallel to the film surface) and vertical (perpendicular to the film surface) 
directions are different in the two situations. An increase of the growth rate in the in-plane 
direction with reference to the vertical one, supported by an improved mobility of adatoms, can 
lead to diffusion of adatoms from the center of nanocrystalline precipitates towards their 
periphery. TiO2 films were deposited at a lower pressure (0.3 Pa) than Zr-Mo (2 Pa) and Zr-W 
(3 Pa) films. A lower working pressure increases the mean free path of sputtered atoms in the 
gas phase and decreases the number of collisions a sputtered atom experiences before it lands 
on the film surface. This result in the increase of the kinetic energy of the adatoms arriving at 
 
Figure 4.12. Sputter-deposited Zr-W (a) and TiO2 (b) thin films. (a1) X-ray diffractograms for Zr-W 
films grown with different W contents. (a2-a4) Top-view SEM images corresponding to samples shown 
in (a1). (b1) AFM image of a TiO2 film grown at 0.3 Pa. Lower heights appear in dark. (b2)  TEM cross-
sections showing bright (BF) and dark (DF) field images of TiO2 films (from ref. [94]). 
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the film surface, favoring the mobility in the in-plane direction and, consequently, the growth 
rate of the crystalline region in this direction can increase. 
Precisely, the two examples presented here are the inspiration for the next two chapters of 
this thesis. In Chapter 5, a deeper study of the Zr-W system will be conducted, including the 
development of a model capable of describing the kinetics of the nanocrystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth. Then, in Chapter 6, the hypothesis presented here on the influence of the 
deposition pressure on the geometrical shape of the crystalline phase will be tested. To this end, 
Zr-Mo films deposited at lower pressure will be presented. 
4.7 Chapter conclusions 
In this chapter, the nature of the “milky region” was investigated. We have shown that it is 
a biphased region that appears when working at a composition between those necessary to 
obtain monophased amorphous and nanocrystalline sputter-deposited Zr-Mo thin films. In this 
region, a self-separation of these phases in well defined spatial regions can be achieved. The 
regions delimiting the nanocrystalline phase present a conical shape (with a feather-like 
morphology) embedded in the amorphous phase and that terminates with a dome whose base is 
aligned with the surface of the amorphous phase.  Due to the particular geometry in which the 
nanocrystalline phase grows, the morphology at the biphased composition changes with the 
film thickness. The influence of the morphology evolution on the stress was discussed. 
Moreover, our results indicate that the nucleation of the nanocrystalline phase starts at the 
boundaries between adjacent columns (grains). Based on this, we proposed that the difference 
in the diffusion rates of Mo and Zr towards the grain boundaries is a possible mechanism for 
the self-separation of phases. Because of the competitive self-phase separation, it was possible 
to control the surface roughness of the films and, thereby, to tune the reflectance at a determined 
wavelength, using the film thickness as a control parameter. Thus, it was demonstrated that the 
origin of the change in optical appearance in the “milky region” is the increase of the surface 
roughness. We also shown that the presence of a minimum in the reflectance spectra is due to 
the presence of two height levels in the height distribution function.  
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Finally, we show that the self-separation of phases as presented here is a more general 
phenomenon. It can be obtained in other binary alloys showing a composition-driven transition 
from an amorphous to a crystalline phase. This is the case of the Zr-W system, which will be 
studied in the next chapter in more details. Also in the Ti-O system, a similar phenomenon 
occurs but with a different morphology of the crystalline phase, suggesting that the geometry 
in which the crystalline phase grows can be changed by varying the working pressure. This will 
be the object of study of Chapter 6. Thus, by changing the parameter that triggers this transition, 
i.e. the Mo(W) content in the case of Zr-Mo(W) alloys and the oxygen partial pressure in the 






5 Kinetics of nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive 
growth in thin films 
 
ABSTRACT: Kinetic models are fundamental for the design and optimization of 
nanostructured materials from both a fundamental and a functional point of view. In the 
previous chapter, we have shown the possibility of obtaining sputter-deposited biphased 
nanostructures consisting of a nanocrystalline phase with a feather-like morphology embedded 
in an amorphous phase. The peculiar morphology of these nanostructures appears as a 
consequence of the competitive growth between the two phases. In this chapter, we present a 
model derived from the modular kinetic model for 2D transformations in which Avrami 
nucleation is assumed and capable of describing the kinetics of competitive growth in thin films. 
This model is applied to fit experimental density of nuclei and surface coverage of overgrowing 
phase for a nanocrystalline phase progressively overgrowing an amorphous matrix in Zr-W 
sputter-deposited thin film alloys. Thereby, fundamental parameters of the competitive growth 
process are extracted, i.e. composition-driven density of nucleation sites, critical thickness for 
nucleation, impingement parameters and nucleation rate. Moreover, the model developed 
allowed constructing the thickness-composition phase diagram evidencing the nanocrystalline-
amorphous competitive growth, yet occurring in a wide composition range, is easily hidden 
experimentally due to composition-driven kinetics and critical nucleation thickness. 
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Competitive growth is widely observed in thin films grown by physical vapor deposition 
(PVD) methods. It is one of the fundamental mechanisms governing the growth process when 
working in zone T of the extended structure zone model (following the classification presented 
in [50,109,110]), when grains with the geometrically fastest-growing direction perpendicular 
to the substrate overgrow grains of all other orientations, similar to the so-called van der Drift 
[111] evolutionary selection. Yet, formalism for its kinetics is not available to date. On the other 
hand, the kinetics of solid-state phase transformations are often described using the classical 
Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) [112–116] approach. The KJMA approach, 
although powerful, is not applicable in many cases in which the constraints imposed in its 
deduction are violated. A more general approach that avoid the restrictions of the classical 
KJMA model is the modular kinetic model (MKM) [117–120], in which KJMA model is 
recovered for the specific case of isothermal annealing and pre-existing nuclei or continuous 
nucleation. 
In Chapter 4, we showed that by working at a composition intermediate to those needed to 
obtain single-phased amorphous or nanocrystalline Zr-Mo films, the so-called “milky region” 
is obtained. We reported that, in this region, as a consequence of the competitive growth of the 
amorphous and the nanocrystalline phases, original microstructures can be obtained consisting 
of a nanocrystalline phase of feather-like morphology embedded in an amorphous matrix. 
Similar to the case of Zr-Mo, in sputter-deposited Zr-W thin film alloys synthesized without 
thermal assistance a transition from a X-ray amorphous to a nanocrystalline structure is 
obtained upon increasing the W content [3,8]. This transition was illustrated at the end of 
Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.12(a)) and the analysis of the surface morphology of the films indicated 
that the nanocrystalline and the amorphous phases are coexisting at the intermediate 
composition. In this chapter, we demonstrate that nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive 
growth also occurs in Zr-W system. We develop a model capable of describing the kinetics of 
this competitive growth. Interestingly, this can be addressed using the MKM approach, even 
though competitive growth is not strictly a phase transformation. As a proof of concept, we 
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chose the Zr-W system. Yet, the model developed can be generalized to other systems where 
the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth occurs. 
5.2 Evolution of the surface morphology with composition and thickness 
So far, we have referred to the “milky region” as occurring at one composition: the 
intermediate to those needed to obtain single-phased amorphous or nanocrystalline films. 
However, the “milky region” must exist in a range of compositions. In order to clarify the 
extend of the composition range in which the competitive growth phenomenon occurs, here we 
propose to study different compositions within the “milky region”. Thus, Zr-W thin films were 
deposited following the same procedure that in previous chapter but varying the W content. To 
ensure the homogeneity of the films, all the depositions were made with the substrate holder in 
rotating mode. The W content in the films was controlled by applying a discharge current of 
0.3 A to the Zr target and 0.4, 0.5 and 0.55 A to the W target (see Figure 5.1(a)). Under these 
conditions, films with W content of 67, 72 and 74 at% were obtained. The evolution of the film 
thickness with the deposition time for the compositions studied is shown in Figure 5.1(b). 
 
Figure 5.1. (a) Schematic of the sputtering chamber showing the parameters used during film 




Figure 5.2. Evolution of the surface morphology with composition and thickness. At the bottom, a 
schematic of the structure evolution with W content in sputter-deposited Zr-W thin films is presented. 
On top, the evolution of the surface morphology with thickness is shown for three compositions 
supporting the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth. 
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The schematic shown at the bottom of Figure 5.2 illustrates that the 
nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth occurs for the three obtained compositions. It 
is observed that, in the explored composition range, competitive growth occurs after a critical 
thickness is reached. Two regions with different morphologies can be observed in the SEM top- 
view images. A phase with dark contrast dominates at lower thicknesses and acts as a matrix 
embedding brighter zones of rounded shape and that dominate at higher thicknesses. Figure 5.2 
evidences that the proportion between the two phases can be controlled by changing the 
thickness or composition. Figure 5.3(a) shows a typical cross-section TEM view of the biphased 
samples and evidences that the cross section of the brighter zones is conical inside the bulk of 
the film and terminates with a dome whose base is aligned with the surface of the matrix as for 
the case of Zr-Mo in the previous chapter. The zoom shown in Figure 5.3(b) evidences the 
spatial separation of both regions and the high resolution TEM images and their FFT patterns 
 
Figure 5.3. (a) TEM cross-sectional image of sample highlighted in Figure 5.2. (b) Zoom of image 
shown in (a). (c) HRTEM image and FFT from the region highlighted with a green square in (b). (d) 
HRTEM image and FFT from the region highlighted with an orange square in (b). 
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performed in the zones marked by the green (Figure 5.3(c)) and orange (Figure 5.3(d)) squares 
confirm the amorphous and nanocrystalline character of the darker and brighter regions, 
respectively. 
5.3 Stress evolution with thickness 
In Figure 5.4(a), the evolution of residual stress with thickness for the three compositions 
studied is shown. Similarly to the case of Zr-Mo, three regimes in the stress behavior can be 
identified: increase-slight decrease-stabilization. Interestingly, when the W content is 
increased, the stress is scaling with thickness, i.e., at higher W contents the maximum in the 
stress curve (more relaxed state) is reached at a lower thickness. This is because with the 
increase of W content, more nanocrystalline regions appears for the same thickness, as can be 
seen in Figure 5.2. Thus, we can infer that the factor that determines the level of stress is the 
proportion between the nanocrystalline and the amorphous phases. This is clearly evidenced in 
Figure 5.4(b), where the dependence of the stress with the surface coverage by the 
nanocrystalline regions is shown. In the figure is also shown the stress-surface coverage 
dependency in the Zr-Mo system for the composition studied in Chapter 4. The figure indicates 
that the stress evolution as a function of the surface coverage follows the same trend for the Zr-
W (even for different compositions) and the Zr-Mo systems. We can conclude that the surface 
coverage by the nanocrystalline regions determines the behavior of the stress in the 
nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon. Therefore, stress first increases 
in zone 1 (surface coverage below 15%), decreases slightly in zone 2 (surface coverage between 




Figure 5.4. (a) Evolution of residual stress with thickness in the Zr-W system for the three compositions 
studied. (b) Dependency of the stress with the surface coverage for Zr-W and Zr-Mo films. In both cases, 
three different zones can be identified. 
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5.4 Kinetics of the phase separation 
In the following, a kinetics model using the MKM [117–120] approach and capable of 
describing the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth is developed. It is important to 
point out that this phenomenon is not a phase transformation in the “classical” sense. In a phase 
transformation, a new phase appear from a previous one upon change of one or many 
controlling factors, as temperature, concentration, etc. In the present case, the amorphous phase 
is growing in competition with the nanocrystalline one, but it is not transforming into the 
nanocrystalline phase. That is, the regions that condensate in an amorphous phase at a given 
film thickness keep their amorphous structure when the film continues growing. However, the 
surface morphology evolution with thickness presented in Figure 5.2 can be interpreted as a 
picture from the same region of the sample when the time is passing. In this way, the amorphous 
phase seems to be transforming into the nanocrystalline one. Thus, the surface morphology 
evolution with film thickness, as presented in Figure 5.2, is equivalent to an “apparent” 2D 
transformation with time. This means that the formalism of 2D transformation can be used to 
extract the kinetics of competitive growth between the amorphous and the nanocrystalline 
phases. 
We start assuming an Avrami nucleation mechanism [114–116], which means in our case 
that the nucleation of the nanocrystalline phase occurs at certain sites in the sample, which are 
gradually exhausted upon film growth. Let N be the number of particles of the nanocrystalline 
phase (growth nuclei) per unit area and Ngerm the number of germ nuclei per unit area from 
which the growth nuclei are formed, such that the total number of growth and germ nuclei per 








= 𝜆 𝑁𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚, (5.1) 
where 𝜆 is the rate at which an individual germ nucleus becomes in a growth nucleus. After 
integration, considering the boundary condition that the density of germ nuclei equals 𝑁0 at 𝑡 =
0, the density of growth nuclei is given by 
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 𝑁(𝑡) = 𝑁0 (1 − 𝑒
− ∫ 𝜆 𝑑𝑡
𝑡
0 ). (5.2) 
The nature of the apparent 2-dimensional phase transformation presented here makes 
possible the use of film thickness ℎ as a replacement of time 𝑡 as the variable that controls the 
grade of transformation. Considering that the deposition rate of the film 𝑉0 is constant, the 
sample thickness is ℎ = 𝑉0 𝑡 and, in this way, all the expressions obtained can be expressed as 
a function of film thickness. Thus, the density of growth nuclei can be re-written as: 
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0 . (5.4) 
An important point in our approach is how to express the rate 𝜆. It is usually supposed 
[114,117–120] that 𝜆 obeys Arrhenius-type temperature dependence: 𝜆 = 𝜆0𝑒
−
𝑄𝑛
𝑅𝑇, where 𝜆0 is 
a temperature-independent rate and 𝑄𝑁 is the activation energy (energy barrier) for nucleation. 
In our case, the experimental evidence is pointing to the conclusion that there is a thickness 
from which nucleation starts, i.e., there is an incubation thickness. This indicates that the 
activation energy for the nucleation of the crystalline phase 𝑄𝑁 ≫ 𝑅𝑇 at the beginning of the 
film growth, consequently, the films starts to grow amorphous. With the increase of the film 
thickness, the crystalline phase starts to nucleate which implies that the energy barrier 𝑄𝑁 
decreases to a value of the order of 𝑅𝑇. The reasons behind this decrease in the energy barrier 
with thickness could be chemical (a local change in composition due to the preferred 
segregation of one of the species, for example, to the grain boundaries, as was proposed in the 
previous chapter), mechanical (local changes of the strain energy due to the heterogeneous 
distributions of the film stress [121] which can decrease the energy barrier), among others.   
Considering this, we propose to write 𝜆 as follows: 
 𝜆 = 𝜆0𝑒
−
𝑄𝑛
𝑅𝑇Θ[ℎ − ℎ𝑐], (5.5) 
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where Θ is the unitary-step Heaviside function and ℎ𝑐 is the critical thickness from which 
nucleation starts. Eq. (5.5) is a simplification of the real scenario presented above where a 
gradual decrease of 𝑄𝑁 occurs instead of the sudden decrease of the function Θ. Nevertheless,  
the use of Θ simplifies all the derived equations, yet retaining the physics of the phenomenon. 
Thereby, eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) follow the dependencies: 















(ℎ−ℎ𝑐)Θ[ℎ − ℎ𝑐], (5.7) 
where 𝜆𝑓 = 𝜆0𝑒
−
𝑄𝑛
𝑅𝑇 . In this way, through eq. (5.6), the evolution of the density of growth nuclei 
with thickness can be calculated. 
In the framework of the MKM approach, the evolution of the so-called “extended 












where 𝑆𝑒 represents, in our case, the projected area, perpendicular to the growth direction of 
nanocrystalline regions if they could each nucleate and grow in the absence of other interfering 
growing nuclei and 𝑆 is the total surface area.  Eq. (5.8) can be re-written as a function of ℎ as 
follows: 
 
Figure 5.5. Schematic of the obtained microstructure of a film grown in the biphased region. 
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 is given by eq. (5.7) and Y(𝐻,ℎ) represents the projected area at a film thickness ℎ of a 
nanocrystalline nucleus nucleated at a film thickness 𝐻 (see Figure 5.5). Thus, Y(𝐻,ℎ) can be 
written in our case as: 





(ℎ − 𝐻)2, (5.10) 
where 𝑉𝐺 is the growth velocity of the nanocrystalline phase in the in-plane direction (see Figure 
5.5). Using eqs. (5.7) and (5.10) the extended transformed fraction is obtained 









ℎ𝑐𝐼Θ[ℎ − ℎ𝑐], (5.11) 








. After integration of 𝐼, the final expression for the extended 
transformed fraction is given by 
















(ℎ − ℎ𝑐) − 1)
2
+ 1) Θ[ℎ − ℎ𝑐]. (5.12) 
The relation between the extended transformed fraction and the real transformed fraction 
(in our case, surface coverage by the nanocrystalline phase) 𝑓 depends on the spatial distribution 
of the nanocrystalline growth nuclei in the parent phase (amorphous phase). Thus, if a random 
nucleation (RN) of the new phase is supposed, as in the case of the classical Kolmogorov-
Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) [114–116] approach, they can be related according to 
 𝑓 = 1 − 𝑒−𝜒𝑒. (5.13) 
Nevertheless, if nuclei are not randomly distributed, for example, when grain boundaries 
nucleation (GBN) occurs, eq. (5.13) is not fulfilled. A phenomenological approach accounting 
for impingement in this case has been proposed in [120] and 𝑓 can be written as a function of 
𝜒𝑒 as follows: 
 𝑓 = 1 − (1 + (𝜉 − 1)𝜒𝑒)
−1 𝜉−1⁄ , (5.14) 
where 𝜉 is the so-called “impingement parameter”. 
 So far, expressions for the evolution with thickness of the density of nuclei (eq. (5.6)) and 
the transformed fraction in the case of RN (eqs. (5.12) and (5.13)) and GBN (eqs. (5.12) and 
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(5.14)) has been obtained. In the case of eq. (5.6) there are three free parameters to fit the 
experimental data: 𝑁0, 
𝜆𝑓
𝑉0
 and ℎ𝑐. On the other hand, eq. (5.12) has as free parameters the three 
of eq. (5.6) and the ratio 
𝑉𝐺
𝑉0
 between the in-plane growth velocity of the nanocrystalline regions 
and the deposition rate. From the schematic shown in Figure 5.5 follows that 
𝑉𝐺
𝑉0
= tan (𝜃), 
where 𝜃 is the angle between the generatrix and the axis of the cone representing the embedded 
part of the nanocrystalline zones. The analysis of several cross-section images reveals that 𝜃 




= 0.404 can be fixed and eq. (5.6) and eq. (5.12) can be used to fit the data with the 
same free parameters. 
 
Figure 5.6. Evolution of the density of nanocrystalline nuclei (a) and surface coverage by the 
nanocrystalline phase (b) with the increase of the film thickness for the three compositions studied. The 
dots represents the experimental data. In (a) the lines follow eq. (5.6). In (b) the dotted lines follow eq. 
(5.13) and the continues lines follow eq. (5.14). The parameters used are shown in Table 5.1. 
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 Figure 5.6(a) shows the evolution with thickness of the density of nuclei for the three 
compositions studied extracted from the analysis of the SEM images (see Appendix section for 
details). The fittings of eq. (5.6) to the experimental data are shown with full lines and the values 
of the parameters obtained are reported in Table 5.1. We can conclude that increasing the W 
content implies an increase of the density of nucleation sites 𝑁0, a decrease of the critical 
thickness ℎ𝑐 and the rate 𝜆𝑓 at which an individual germ nucleus becomes in a growth nucleus 
increases then stabilizes. 
The parameters obtained by fitting the density of nuclei can be evaluated in eq. (5.12). In 
this way, the evolution of the extended transformed fraction 𝜒𝑒 with the sample thickness can 
be calculated. Then, the surface coverage can be determined from eq. (5.13) or eq. (5.14), 
depending on the type of nucleation assumed. The measured surface coverage is shown with 
points in Figure 5.6(b) for the three compositions studied determined by analyzing the SEM 
images (see Appendix section for details). Dotted lines represent the surface coverage 
calculated in the case of RN (eq. (5.13)). We can see, especially for the case of lower W content 
(67 at%), that the measured surface coverage is lower than calculated. This is because the 
nanocrystalline zones start to interact earlier than in the case of random nucleation, and it is an 
indication that the nucleation occurs at the grain boundaries, as was already proposed in Chapter 
4. For GBN it is more suitable to use eq. (5.14). In this equation, the parameter 𝜉 takes into 
account the grade of impingement. The fit of eq. (5.14) to the experimental data using 𝜉 as free 
parameter is shown with lines in Figure 5.6(b). The fact that 𝜉 is closer to 1 when the W content 
increases (Table 5.1) means that when the density of nuclei increases, the surface coverage in 
the case of GBN approaches that of RN. 
Table 5.1. Fitting parameters. Evolution with W content of the density of nucleation sites 𝑵𝟎,  𝝀𝒇 𝑽𝟎⁄ , 
the critical thickness 𝒉𝒄 and the impingement parameter 𝝃. 
W content (at%) 𝑁0(µm
-2) 𝜆𝑓 𝑉0⁄  (10
-3 nm-1) ℎ𝑐 (nm) 𝜉 
67 0.34 0.41 322 2.15 
72 3.74 8.33 120 1.26 
74 7.92 7.19 108 1.18 
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As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the proportion between the nanocrystalline and the amorphous 
phase can be controlled either by varying the composition or the film thickness. The biphased 
region is obtained when the W content is varied in the range 𝑊0 < 𝑊 < 𝑊𝑐. If 𝑊 ≤ 𝑊0 the 
obtained films are single-phased amorphous and if 𝑊 ≥ 𝑊𝑐 the films are single-phased 
nanocrystalline. 𝑊0 and 𝑊𝑐 can be determined by using the evolution of the density of 
nucleation sites 𝑁0 with composition (Table 5.1) and considering that 𝑁0 satisfies the 
boundaries conditions: 𝑁0 = 0 when 𝑊 = 𝑊0 and 𝑁0 → ∞ when 𝑊 = 𝑊𝑐. Note that, at the 
same time ℎ𝑐 = 0 when 𝑊 = 𝑊𝑐 as follows from the definition of 𝑊𝑐. Thereby, the following 
empirical dependency between 𝑁0 and 𝑊 can be assumed: 





Figure 5.7. Thickness-composition Zr-W phase diagram. Depending on composition, the structure of 
the films can be single-phased amorphous (green zone), single-phased nanocrystalline (orange zone) or 
biphased at intermediate compositions (gray zone). In this domain are shown the values of the critical 
thickness (black points) and the thickness at which the surface coverage is lower than 𝟏% (green points) 
and higher than 𝟗𝟗% (orange points). 
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where 𝐴, 𝑊0 and 𝑊𝑐 can be determined with the values of 𝑁0 and W content presented in Table 
5.1. Thus, we obtain: 𝐴 = 3.30 𝜇m−2, 𝑊0 = 65.9 at% and 𝑊𝑐 = 77.4 at%. 
In Figure 5.7 is shown a thickness-composition phase diagram of sputter-deposited Zr-W 
alloy films when the W content is changed. We can see that the nanocrystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth can occur in a relatively wide range of compositions of about ∆𝑊 = 𝑊𝑐 −
𝑊0 = 11.5 at%. In the figure are also shown, with black points, the values of critical thickness 
calculated from the model as well as the values of thickness at which the surface coverage is 
lower than 1% (green points) and higher than 99% (orange points) calculated from 
extrapolation of the model. Consequently, even when working in the range of compositions that 
belongs to the biphased domain of the phase diagram, the film appears to be completely 
amorphous for thicknesses in the region marked with green dotted lines and, in fact, is 
completely amorphous in the region below ℎ𝑐. Similarly, looking at the surface morphology, 
the film seems to be completely nanocrystalline for thicknesses in the region marked with 
orange dotted lines. This means that, due to composition-dependent kinetics and critical 
nucleation thickness, the peculiar biphased topography can easily be missed experimentally. 
Therefore, the presented model can serve as a platform for systematic studies on the 
nanocrystalline/amorphous and likely for other types of competitive growths in other systems 
if the relevant geometrical description is used. 
5.5 Chapter conclusions 
In this chapter, the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon was 
reported in the Zr-W system. We studied how this phenomenon develops for three different 
compositions. The evolution of the residual stress with thickness showed that the three zones 
already described in the previous chapter also occurs in the Zr-W system. Furthermore, the 
stress evolution with the surface coverage is the same in the Zr-Mo and the Zr-W systems (even 
for different compositions in the case of Zr-W), proving that the stress behavior is controlled 
by the proportion between the nanocrystalline and the amorphous phases. 
A model capable of describing the kinetics of the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive 
growth in thin films was developed. The model has two original aspects: First, the modular 
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kinetic model (MKM) approach used for 2D phase transformation can be adapted to 
successfully describe the kinetics of competitive growth in thin films. Second, owing to the 
geometry of the nanocrystalline phase, the density of nuclei and surface coverage of 
nanocrystalline phase can be related to the film thickness. The model shows that the density of 
nucleation sites, critical thickness for nucleation and type of nucleation (grain boundary or 
random) are composition-dependent. Finally, a phase diagram is proposed that shows that, 
despite the existence of a wide composition range for the nanocrystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth, the dependency to the film thickness can easily hide the phenomenon in 
experiments. Hence, this model highlights the interest of careful investigation to track the same 

























6 Near the edge of crystalline-to-amorphous transition: 
From massive monocrystalline grains to 
crystalline/amorphous competitive growth in thin 
films 
 
ABSTRACT: In this chapter, we explore the effect of working at low Ar pressure on the 
microstructure of sputter-deposited Zr-Mo thin films. Two series of depositions were 
performed: single-layer films deposited at 0.5 Pa, and bi-layer films consisting of a bottom layer 
deposited at 2 Pa and a top layer deposited at 0.5 Pa. In single-layer films, massive 
monocrystalline grains with lateral size larger than 1 µm were obtained when working near to 
the composition of the crystalline-to-amorphous transition. On the other hand, in bi-layer films 
the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon was observed. In this case, the 
geometrical shape of the crystalline phase was similar to those reported in TiO2, supporting that 
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The two previous chapters have been devoted to the study of the 
nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon in the Zr-Mo and Zr-W systems. 
In both cases, the films obtained have been deposited at high working argon pressure (2 Pa for 
the Zr-Mo and 3 Pa for the Zr-W films). In this chapter, we propose to study the consequences 
of decreasing the working pressure, which acts directly on the mobility of the adatoms. As 
already explained at the end of Chapter 4, an increase in adatom mobility can change the 
geometry of the crystalline regions and could be the reason of the hollow shape of the crystalline 
phase in the case of the TiO2 system (see Figure 4.12(b)). 
The residual stress in a thin film strongly influences its adhesive strength with the substrate. 
Films deposited at low working pressure frequently present cracking and delamination because 
the high compressive stress in the films. A way to reduce the thin film residual stress is the 
incorporation, between the film and the substrates, of a bottom layer deposited at high working 
pressure [122,123]. This bottom layer possess a lower density structure compared with that of 
the film (deposited at a lower pressure), and can act as a compliant layer reducing the stress in 
the film. This method has proven to be effective in reducing the residual stress for single 
element materials, such as W and Si [122,123]. In this chapter, we will employ this approach 
in Zr-Mo alloys. Thus, Zr-Mo thin films will be deposited with and without the compliant layer.  
Here we prove that by decreasing the working pressure, the geometrical shape of the 
crystalline phase when growing in competition with the amorphous one can be changed. In 
addition, we demonstrate that another phenomenon occurs near the crystalline-to-amorphous 
transition: massive monocrystalline grains with lateral size larger than 1 µm can be obtained. 
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6.2 Deposition conditions and stress evolution 
In order to study the consequences of decreasing the working pressure on the structure of 
Zr-Mo films, two series of depositions were performed. In series 1, single-layer films with a 
nominal thickness of 1.1 µm were synthesized at a working argon pressure of 0.5 Pa. In series 
2, bi-layer films were synthesized consisting of a first (bottom) layer deposited at a high 
working argon pressure of 2 Pa with a nominal thickness of 100 nm and, consecutively, a second 
(top) layer was deposited at 0.5 Pa and a nominal thickness of 1.1 µm. In Figure 6.1(a), a 
schematic of the two series of depositions performed is shown. In all cases, the targets-to 
substrate distance was fixed at 9 cm and the homogeneity of the films was ensured by rotating 
 
Figure 6.1. (a) Schematic of the two series of depositions performed. (b) Parameters used in the two 
series of depositions. (c) Evolution of the composition of the films as a function of the discharge current 
applied to the Mo target for the two series of depositions. (d) Dependency of in-plane residual stress 
with the Mo content. 
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the substrate holder during depositions. The composition of the films was controlled by varying 
the discharge current applied to the Mo and Zr targets. The values used as well as the thickness 
of the films synthesized are shown in Figure 6.1(b). Thus, films with compositions ranging 
from 29 to 81 at% Mo were obtained, as is shown in Figure 6.1(c).  
In-plane residual stress measurements of the films obtained were performed and the results 
are shown in Figure 6.1(d). We point out here that the thickness of single-layer film obtained 
at IMo=0.35 A (65 at% Mo) was 517 nm. This is because at this composition the highest tensile 
stress is reached (see Figure 6.1(d)), consequently, films with this composition obtained at 
thicknesses larger than 1 µm were delaminated. The evolution of residual stress with 
composition evidences that a transition from a tensile to a compressive regime occurs between 
61 and 64 at% Mo, corresponding to the compositions range of the crystalline-to-amorphous 
transition in the Zr-Mo system. We also notice that bi-layer films are more relaxed than single-
layer films, i.e. they present lower tensile (or compressive) stress than single-layer films. This 
shows that the incorporation of the bottom layer of columnar morphology deposited at higher 
working pressure (2 Pa) effectively serves as compliant layer to the top one deposited at lower 
working pressure (0.5 Pa) [122,123]. Nevertheless, the marked differences in stress values 
between the single and bi-layer films when approaching to the composition of the tensile-to-
compressive transition indicates that the bottom layer may also influence the evolution of the 
films microstructure. This will be investigated in more details in the next sections.  
6.3 Structural evolution of single-layer films 
The X-ray diffractograms in Figure 6.2(a) show that a transition from an amorphous to a 
crystalline structure occurs for a composition between 61 and 64 at% Mo, in line with the results 
obtained in previous chapters for films deposited at higher working pressure. Effectively, a 
wide diffraction signal corresponding to the amorphous phase is obtained for compositions 
between 29 and 61 at% Mo, while the signature of crystalline bcc Mo is obtained for Mo 
contents higher than 64 at%. However, no evidence of a coexistence of both signals, 
characteristic of the “milky region”, was found for the compositions around the transition. In 
Figure 6.2(b), the evolution with Mo content of the volume fraction of grains with specific (hkl)   
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Figure 6.2. Structure and surface morphology of single-layer films. (a) X-ray diffractograms for the 
different Mo compositions. (b) Volume fraction of grains with specific (𝒉𝒌𝒍) planes parallel to the 




planes parallel to the substrate is shown. This fraction was calculated using eq. (2.2). 
Figure 6.2(b) shows that the film with the higher Mo content (81 at%) presents a 
preferential out-of-plane (perpendicular to the substrate) orientation in the [110] direction. This 
is in line with the large number of works reporting a [110] out-of-plane fiber texture of sputter-
deposited pure Mo thin films obtained at room temperature [124–131]. As Mo has a bcc 
structure, the [110] is the most compact orientation and, consequently, the (110) plane presents 
the lowest surface energy, which has been also confirmed by first-principles total-energy 
calculations [132]. Therefore, the texture in the [110] direction is often explained as an attempt 
to reach the thermodynamic most stable configuration, i.e. that in which the planes of lowest 
surface energy are parallel to the substrate. However, to achieve such configuration, high 
adatoms mobility is required and this is reached by working in zone II of the extended structure 
zone model [50]. For Mo films obtained at room temperature, the homologous temperature 𝑇ℎ 
is ~ 0.1, far from the range of temperature usually assumed for zone II (𝑇ℎ > 0.3). In fact, the 
homologous temperature is within the zone I in which randomly oriented polycrystalline 
microstructure is expected [50]. Because of this, some authors have suggested to push down 
the lower end of zone II in the structure zone model to a homologous temperature of less than 
0.1 [129]. Even so, the origin of preferred orientation of sputter-deposited pure Mo thin films 
in the [110] direction is not clear. 
Decreasing the Mo content, from 77 to 74 at% Mo, the preferred orientation is changed to 
[310]-oriented planes but is not very pronounced. At 69 at% Mo, [310] and [200]-oriented 
grains dominate with equivalent proportion. This indicates that the incorporation of Zr atoms 
into the bcc structure of Mo acts against the tendency of Mo to grow with a [110] out-of-plane 
texture. TEM analysis performed to the film with 69 at% Mo (Figure 6.3(a)) shows that it 
exhibits a columnar microstructure. The X-ray diffractogram at this composition and the SAED 
pattern performed to a wide region of the film (green square in Figure 6.3(a)) reveal that, as a 
whole, the film is polycrystalline. Nevertheless, the SAED pattern performed on one of the 
columns (orange square in Figure 6.3(a)) shows that each of them is monocrystalline. The bright 




Figure 6.3. Microstructural evolution of single-layer films synthesized at compositions near to the 
amorphous transition. TEM images (left panels), SAED patterns of the regions marked with an orange 
circle in the TEM images (middle panels), and bright and dark field images (right panels) of films 
obtained at 69 (a), 65 (b) and 64 (c) at% Mo. 
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A surprising feature in the X-ray diffractograms is the significant increase of the signal 
intensity in the [100] direction while more Zr atoms are incorporated into the bcc structure of 
Mo and the composition approaches that of the transition to the amorphous structure. This is 
reflected in the sharp increase of the fraction of grains oriented in this direction at 65 and 64 
at% Mo. The change to a marked preferential out-of-plane orientation in the [100] direction 
occurs together with a change in the surface morphology of the films, as can be seen in the top-
view SEM images in Figure 6.2(c). In fact, the SEM images indicate that larger grains are 
formed while approaching to the amorphous transition. This is confirmed by TEM analysis 
performed to the films shown in Figure 6.3. Effectively, at 65 at% Mo (Figure 6.3(b)), the film 
microstructure is formed by massive monocrystalline grains (columns) with a lateral (parallel 
to the substrate) size larger than 1 µm (see bright and dark field images in Figure 6.3(b)). 
Although most of this monocrystalline grains are out-of-plane oriented in the [100] direction 
(as is the case of the one shown in Figure 6.3(b)), a fraction of them have other orientations, as 
can be seen in Figure 6.2(b). This situation drastically changes when increasing the Mo content 
by just 1 at% (Figure 6.3(c)), just at the edge of the amorphous transition. In this case, 
practically the whole film is [100]-oriented out-of-plane. Effectively, at 64 at% Mo, the film is 
formed by massive monocrystalline grains grown in the [100] direction and with lateral size as 
large as 5 µm (see bright and dark field images in Figure 6.3(c)). We point out here that no 
preferential in-plane orientation was found. The mechanisms of formation of the massive 
monocrystalline grains will be discussed in section 6.5. 
6.4 Structural evolution of bi-layer films 
The growth at high working pressure (2 Pa) of a thin bottom layer (~100 nm thickness) 
before the deposition of the top layer can strongly affects its structural evolution. This is 
evidenced in the X-ray diffractograms performed to the bi-layer films shown in Figure 6.4(a). 
As in the case of single-layer films, for Mo contents higher than 64 at%, the films are crystalline, 
showing the characteristic peaks of the bcc structure of Mo shifted with respect to those of pure 
Mo due the incorporation of Zr atoms into the crystal lattice of Mo. However, the evolution of 
the fraction of grains with specific (ℎ𝑘𝑙) planes parallel to the substrate shown in Figure 6.4(b)  
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Figure 6.4. Structure and surface morphology of bi-layer films. (a) X-ray diffractograms for the 
different Mo compositions. (b) Volume fraction of grains with specific (𝒉𝒌𝒍) planes parallel to the 





is different from that presented in Figure 6.2(b) for single-layer films. Decreasing the Mo 
content (approaching to the composition of the amorphous transition) the films present a change 
from a marked out-of-plane orientation in the [110] direction (77 and 74 at% Mo) to a quasi-
random out-of-plane orientation (from 68 to 64 at% Mo). The SEM top-view images shown in 
Figure 6.4(c) indicate that, such as in the case of single-layer films, the surface morphology of 
the films change when approaching to the amorphous transition. The TEM analyzes performed 
to the films with 65 at% Mo (Figure 6.5(a)) and 64 at% Mo (Figure 6.5(b)) show that these 
films present a columnar microstructure. Each of these columns are monocrystalline, but the 
 
Figure 6.5. Microstructural evolution of bi-layer films synthesized at compositions near to the 
amorphous transition. TEM images (left panels), SAED patterns of the regions marked in the TEM 
images (middle panels), and bright and dark field images (right panels) of films obtained at 65 (a) and 
64 (c) at% Mo.  
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films as a whole are polycrystalline. The typical lateral size of the columns observed in the film 
closest to the amorphous side (64 at% Mo) is less than 1 µm (coincident with SEM 
observations), much lower than that presented for the single-layer film of the same composition. 
Besides the microstructural differences between the single and bi-layer films described 
above for compositions belonging to the crystalline side, the amorphous side presents also one 
important difference. For the composition closest to the transition to crystalline structure in 
single-layer film (61 at% Mo), the X-ray diffractogram shows that a mixture of the signal of 
crystalline bcc Mo and the wide diffraction signal corresponding to the amorphous phase is 
obtained in bi-layer film. This was not observed in the case of single-layer film and it is an 
 
Figure 6.6. TEM analysis performed to the bi-layer film obtained at 61 at% Mo showing the 
crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon. (a) TEM image (left panel) and a zoom (right 
panel) showing the geometrical shape of the crystalline phase. (b) HRTEM image (left panel), FFT from 




indication that the competitive growth between the crystalline and the amorphous phases (see 
Chapter 4) could be present at this composition. Effectively, the SEM top-view image (Figure 
6.4(c)) shows the presence of regions with a rounded shape on the surface of the film. The TEM 
cross-sectional view shown in Figure 6.6(a) and the dark field image shown in Figure 6.6(b) 
reveal that they are conical inside the bulk of the film. In addition, the FFT analysis performed 
in this region and the region that surrounds it confirm their crystalline or amorphous character, 
respectively (see Figure 6.6(b)). 
Thus, crystalline/amorphous competitive growth is also obtained at low argon pressure. 
The difference between working at 2 Pa or at 0.5 Pa is that at higher pressure the crystalline 
phase grows with a dome-like shape at the surface (see Chapter 4) while at lower pressure the 
crystalline phase exhibits a hollow-like shape at the surface (see Figure 6.6(a)). As already 
explained in Chapter 4, such difference can be understood considering that, decreasing the 
working pressure, the growth rate of the crystalline phase in the in-plane direction with 
reference to the vertical one increases due to an improved mobility of adatoms. Therefore, our 
results demonstrate that the geometrical shape of the crystalline phase when growing in 
competition with the amorphous one can be modified by changing the working pressure. The 
similarity between the results presented in Figure 6.6 and that reported in TiO2 (see Figure 
4.12(b)) demonstrates that in both cases the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth occurs, 
supporting that this phenomenon is more general and can be extended to other systems. 
6.5 Discussion 
Two particular structural features have been presented so far when working near the 
amorphous-to-crystalline transition. First, massive monocrystalline grains are obtained by 
approaching the transition from the crystalline side. Second, the crystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth phenomenon is obtained by approaching the transition from the amorphous 
side. In the following, the mechanism provoking the growth of the massive monocrystalline 
grains will be proposed. The double role of incorporating a bottom layer will also be addressed: 
on the one hand, it acts as an inhibitor of the growth of the massive monocrystalline grains and, 
on the other, it favors the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon. 
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The increase in the width of monocrystalline columns as we approach to the amorphous 
transition indicates that the density of grains nucleated in the early growth stages (before 
coalescence) decreases with the incorporation of Zr atoms into the bcc structure of Mo. In fact, 
this is somehow expected taking in consideration that the destabilizing role of Zr atoms can 
inhibit the crystallization to the point that with sufficient Zr content the films become 
amorphous. Thus, at the edge of the amorphous transition, the nucleation is more difficult. 
Consequently, the density of grains in the early growth stages is lower, allowing them to reach 
larger size, such as that presented by the massive monocrystalline grains shown in Figure 6.3(c). 
We point out that this mechanism might be extrapolated to other systems in which a transition 
from a crystalline solid solution to an amorphous phase occurs. Nevertheless, as far as we know, 
there are no other reports on the synthesis of the massive monocrystalline grains presented here. 
We believe this is because two conditions are necessary to obtain this phenomenon. First, it is 
observed when working at compositions that are really close to the amorphous transition. For 
example, in the case of the Mo(Zr) solid solution, for compositions higher than 5 at% away 
from the transition, it is not observed. Second, besides the density of grains nucleated in the 
early stages of growth, the final size of the monocrystalline columns is determined also by the 
growth rate of these grains in the in-plane direction. Thus, even though the density of grains 
decreases as we approach to the amorphous transition, if the growth rate of these grains in the 
in-plane direction is too low, other grains may appear, inhibiting the growth of the former. In 
fact, in the case of the Mo(Zr) solid solution obtained at a higher working pressure (2 Pa), the 
massive monocrystalline grains do not appear. Precisely, this is because increasing the working 
pressure, the energy of the arriving adatoms decreases and, consequently, the growth rate in the 
in-plane direction also decreases.  
Interestingly, the massive monocrystalline grains grow with a preferential [100] out-of-
plane orientation. It is worth to note that in sputter-deposited Mo thin films, a [100] out-of-
plane orientation has not been reported so far, even though this is the geometrically fastest 
growing direction in a bcc structure. This means that it should be the ultimate out-of-plane 
orientation after evolutionary selection if Mo films are obtained under zone T conditions [50]. 
However, the boundaries of the massive monocrystalline grains obtained here are straight and 
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perpendicular to the substrate, without evidence of a competitive growth. Thus, we can discard 
the evolutionary selection as the origin of the [100] out-of-plane orientation for the films 
obtained for compositions at the edge of the transition to the amorphous phase. At this point it 
is not clear why the [100] orientation is favored.  
The incorporation of a bottom layer prior to the deposition of the top layer has two effects: 
first, the size reached by the monocrystalline columns decreases as we approach to the 
amorphous transition and, second, the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon 
is observed. These results are pointing to the conclusion that the bottom layer is favoring the 
nucleation of the crystalline grains. Thus, for compositions deep in the crystalline side, the 
density of grains nucleated in the early growth stages of the top layer is greater than that 
presented by the single-layer films. Consequently, a smaller size of the monocrystalline 
columns is obtained in comparison with that obtained in single-layer films. Near the amorphous 
side, the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon can be obtained in bi-layer 
films due to the role of the bottom layer as a trigger for nucleation of the crystalline phase. 
The mechanism through which the bottom layer is favoring the nucleation could be the 
formation of a higher number of grain boundaries. Effectively, because this layer is deposited 
at a high working pressure, it possesses a high density of grain boundaries as can be seen in the 
TEM images of Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6(a). As noted in previous chapters, the grain 
boundaries are important for the nucleation of the crystalline phase in the crystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth phenomenon. The lack of grain boundaries in the amorphous phase when 
films are deposited at low working pressure could be the reason why the crystalline/amorphous 
competitive growth phenomenon is not detected in single-layer films. However, by depositing 
the bottom layer first, the grain boundaries already created could propagate through the top 
layer, favoring the nucleation of the crystalline phase. 
6.6 Chapter conclusions 
In this chapter, we investigate the consequences of decreasing the working pressure on the 
structural evolution around the crystalline-to-amorphous transition in sputter-deposited Zr-Mo 
thin films. To this end, two series of depositions were performed. In series 1, single-layer films 
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were synthesized at a working argon pressure of 0.5 Pa and a nominal thickness of 1.1 µm. In 
series 2, bi-layer films were synthesized consisting of a first layer deposited at a high working 
argon pressure of 2 Pa with a nominal thickness of 100 nm and, consecutively, a second layer 
was deposited at 0.5 Pa and a nominal thickness of 1.1 µm. In both cases, for compositions 
higher than 64 at% Mo (crystalline side) the films showed the signature of the bcc structure of 
Mo with the peaks shifted due to the incorporation of Zr atoms, Mo(Zr) solid solution. For 
compositions lower than 61 at% Mo (amorphous side) a wide diffraction signal corresponding 
to the amorphous phase was detected, except for the case of bi-layer film with the composition 
closest to the crystalline transition (61 at% Mo). For this film, the X-ray diffractogram shows a 
mixture of the amorphous and the crystalline signals, indicating that competitive growth 
between the crystalline and the amorphous phases is occurring at this composition. In more 
details, the structural evolution of single and bi-layer films in the crystalline and amorphous 
sides can be summarized as follows: 
Single-layer films: In the crystalline side, decreasing the Mo content, the out-of-plane 
orientation of the films can be divided in three stages. At 81 at% Mo, the film showed a 
preferential [110] out-of-plane orientation, from 77 to 69 at% Mo there is no clear preferential 
orientation and finally, at 65 and 64 at% Mo, just at the edge of the transition to amorphous 
structure, a marked preferential out-of-plane orientation in the [100] direction occurs. The films 
showed a columnar microstructure whose lateral size sharply increases when approaching to 
the amorphous transition. This happens to the point that at 64 at% Mo the film is constituted by 
massive monocrystalline grains with lateral size as large as 5 µm. In the amorphous side, the 
crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon was not detected. 
Bi-layer films: In the crystalline side, decreasing the Mo content, the films evolve from a 
marked out-of-plane orientation in the [110] direction at 77 and 74 at% Mo to a quasi-random 
out-of-plane orientation from 68 to 64 at% Mo. The films showed a columnar microstructure 
whose lateral size also increases when approaching to the amorphous transition. Differently to 
single-layer films, the transition to the out-of-plane orientation in the [100] direction was not 
observed and the large lateral size of the columns do not reach the level reached in the first case. 
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Close to the amorphous side (61 at% Mo), the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth 
phenomenon was observed. 
All the results presented above can be explained considering, first, that increasing the Zr 
content, the nucleation in the bcc structure of Mo becomes more difficult. Consequently, there 
are fewer crystalline grains and those that nucleate can grow wider. In the limit case, at the edge 
of the transition to amorphous phase, the crystalline grains reach their maximum size. On the 
other hand, growing a bottom layer before the top layer favors the nucleation and, consequently, 
smaller crystalline columns are obtained when working in the crystalline side. In the same way, 
the nucleation of crystalline phase is favored when working close to the amorphous side, 
allowing the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon to occur. 
Finally, our results demonstrate that the geometrical shape of the crystalline phase, when 
working at compositions in which the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon 
occurs, can be modified by changing the working pressure. Thus, the similarity between the 
results presented here and those reported in TiO2 [94] demonstrate that in both cases the 
crystalline/amorphous competitive growth occurs, supporting that this phenomenon is more 








The aim of this thesis was to investigate sputter-deposited Zr-based binary thin film alloys 
for their microstructure and functional properties. It is shown that different types of original 
microstructures can be obtained by working around the crystalline-to-amorphous transition in 
sputter-deposited Zr-Mo and Zr-W thin films.  
A schematic showing the different microstructural features obtained in this thesis is 
presented in Figure I. In both studied systems, a transition from a crystalline solid solution of 
Zr into the bcc lattice of Mo (or W) to an amorphous structure was achieved by changing the 
film composition. We can distinguish what occurs depending on the deposition pressure, a 
parameter known to modify the mobility of adatoms and, thereby, the microstructure. 
At high deposition pressure, corresponding to conditions prone to limit the mobility of 
adatoms, we showed that by working at compositions intermediate to those necessary to form 
single-phased amorphous and nanocrystalline films, a self-separation of the nanocrystalline and 
the amorphous phases occurs (see schematic in Figure I(a)). Hence, bi-phased films are formed 
in which amorphous and nanocrystalline phases grow in competition. This results in the 
possibility to tune the surface roughness. We developed a model in which Avrami nucleation 
is assumed, derived from the modular kinetic model for 2D transformations and capable of 
describing the kinetics of this competitive growth phenomenon. In particular, this model was 
applied to the Zr-W system. It allowed fitting experimental data on the evolution of the density 
of nuclei and surface coverage of the nanocrystalline phase as a function of the film thickness. 
Based on this model, a composition-thickness phase diagram was proposed showing that 
despite the occurrence of the nanocrystalline/amorphous competitive growth in a wide range of 
compositions, the dependency to the film thickness can easily hide the phenomenon in 
experiments. 
At low deposition pressure the competitive growth phenomenon was not observed in the 
range of composition studied. However, its existence is not completely rule out. We believe 
that this regime can exist but in a very narrow composition range close to the amorphous-to-
nanocrystalline transition.  On the other hand, massive monocrystalline grains with lateral size 
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larger than 1 µm were obtained near the crystalline-to-amorphous transition (see schematic in 
Figure I(b)). The formation of these massive monocrystalline grains was explained on the basis 
of the role of Zr as destabilizer of the nucleation process, which leads to a limited number of 
nucleation sites at the surface. Therefore, the growth of the nuclei is less limited by the presence 
of near neighbors, allowing the grains to grow wider. 
The dynamic of the growth process al low pressure can be changed by incorporating a 
bottom layer deposited at higher pressure (see Figure I(c)), i.e. exhibiting a columnar structure. 
It is shown that this bottom layer triggers the nucleation process of the crystalline phase thanks 
to the presence of interfaces between columns. This has two main consequences. First, when 
approaching to the transition from the crystalline side, the grain size is reduced in comparison 
to the situation in absence of the columnar bottom layer and, as a consequence, the massive 
monocrystalline grains are not observed. Second, the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth 
appears, when approaching to the transition from the amorphous side. However, the geometry 
of the crystalline phase is different from that obtained at high working pressures. When working 
 
Figure I. Schematic of the different structural features obtained in this thesis. 
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at high pressure, the crystalline phase grows with a dome-like shape at the surface, while at 
lower pressure it exhibits a hollow-like shape, which is explained on the basis of different 
adatoms mobility at different working pressures.  
Regarding the properties of the Zr-Mo thin films, it was shown that the films exhibit 
improved mechanical properties compared with bulk of Zr and Mo: higher hardness, higher 
H/E ratio and low friction coefficient. Moreover, the occurrence of the 
nanocrytalline/amorphous competitive growth phenomenon was exploited as a way to modulate 
the optical reflectance of the films to a large extent. Effectively, the particular geometry in 
which the nanocrystalline phase grows in competition with the amorphous one was used to 
control the surface roughness and, consequently, the film reflectance.  
Perspectives 
 We believe that the crystalline/amorphous competitive growth presented here for Zr-
Mo and Zr-W thin films is a more general phenomenon that can be obtained in other binary 
alloys presenting a composition-driven transition and that can be extrapolated to other systems 
such as TiO2. We could observe this phenomenon by carefully investigating the microstructure 
in a wide range of compositions but with small intervals and by varying the film thickness. As 
evidenced by the kinetic model we proposed, the transition can be easily hidden experimentally. 
It is likely that re-investigating other systems known to exhibit composition-driven crystalline-
amorphous transition would enable to find the same behavior.  
 The possibility to modulate the surface morphology at the biphased composition by 
changing the film thickness can be exploited to control the surface-related properties. For 
example, the wettability of a solid surface is dominated by both its surface free energy and its 
geometric structure (or surface roughness). Therefore, by selecting an adequate system (in 
which the competitive self-phase separation phenomenon occurs) and subsequently controlling 
the thickness of the film, both the free energy and the surface roughness could be modified and, 
hence, modulate the surface wettability. 
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 Another possible route to functionalize films that exhibit the competitive self-phase 
separation phenomenon is the ability to control the size and number of "grains" formed by the 
nanocrystalline regions. Thus, by changing the film thickness, the number of contact points 
with a reciprocating surface can be changed and, consequently, the friction behavior may be 
controlled. 
 Provided the amorphous and crystalline phases present different properties, their 
competitive growth could be exploited to tune their relative contributions by simply changing 





Image processing: Extraction of surface coverage and nuclei density from 
SEM images 
The surface coverage by the nanocrystalline phase (Chapter 4, section 4.3 and Chapter 5, 
section 5.4) and the density of nanocrystalline nuclei (Chapter 5, section 5.4) were determined 
by processing surface SEM images. The images were treated using the image-processing 
program Image J. In Figure AI are shown the different steps done in order to convert the original 
SEM image in a black and white image in which the black zones represent the nanocrystalline 
regions and the white zones represent the amorphous regions. First, a Bandpass Filter was 
applied to the SEM image, which allows better delimiting the nanocrystalline and amorphous 
phases. After, a carefully selection of a Threshold was done in order to convert the image in a 
black and white image. Then, the boundaries delimiting neighboring nanocrystalline nuclei in 
contact were manually marked. This permits to apply a Fill Holes function, yet keeping the 
nanocrystalline nuclei correctly separated. After that, the nuclei can be counted in a proper way 
and the surface coverage calculated straightforward by the program.  
 
Figure AI. SEM image treatment to determine the surface coverage by the nanocrystalline phase and the 
density of nanocrystalline nuclei. 
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